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PREFACE 

A matter of current national concern is physical fitness. Many as

pects of this problem h&ve been investigated in the past, but little has 

been done in the area of endurance. This study has had as its purpose the 

development of a metabolic functional capacity test for upper elementary 

age boyl:l. 

I ~ntered college teaching with a desire to advance the knowledge 

now in the field of health, physical education, and recreation.. There 

are several ways of doing this and I believe that one of these ways is to 

develop tests and measurements for evaluation in this field. I am confi

dent that the test of endur&nce presented in this study will give the 

physical educator in the field a tool that he might use with confidence. 

I thank my advisory committee, Prof. Valerie Colvin, Dr. Julia 

McHale, Dean Helmer Sorenson, Dr. Albin Warner and Dr. Aix Harrison for 

their very valuable guidance in the development of this study. Indebted

ness is also acknowledged to those whose help made this study possible, 

especially to those boys who participated in the study. 

Special thanks go to my wife, Betty Bayless, for her unfailing en

couragement and understanding throughout the undertaking of this stud,y. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of~ Study 

.Physical fitness is a term which has been rather difficult to define 

objectively. About the simplest definition is: the capacity of an in-

dividual to perform a given task. Dr. Peter Karpovich, M.D. of Spring-

field College, Springfield, Massachusetts, defines physical fitness as "a 

fitness to perform some specified task requiring mµscular effort," 1 Dr. 

Bruno Balke of the University of Wisconsin states that "the best test of 

physical fitness would be men's ability to survive under extra-ordinary 

biologicc1,l demands." 2 There are many facets of physical fitness. Some 

of these are strength, flexibility, cardiovascular fitness, neuro-muscu-

lar coordination and endurance. This study was concerned with endurance 

as a phase of fitness. In ·this study physical fitness was assessed by 

determining the subject's potential capacity for high energy demands. 

Total work capacity is made up of two phases, the aerobic and anaerobic 

phase. The first phase, the aerobic phase, occurs when an adequate supply 

lPeter V. Karpovich, Physiology .£.f Muscular Activity (Philadelphia~ 
4th ed.: W. B. Saunders Co., 1953), p. 260. 

2B. Balke, "The Effect of Physical Exercise on the Metabolic 
Potential, a Crucial Measure of Physical Fitness/' Exer~ and Fitness, 
ed. The Athletic Institute (Illinois, 1960), p. 73. 

1 
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of oxygen is available to an individual and results in the complete utili-

zation of carbohydrates to produce carbon di.oxide and heat. During muscu-

lar exercise, the blood vessels leading to the muscle dilate and blood flow 

is increased so that the available oxygen supply is increased. The magni-

tude of this increase is indicated by the fact that the metabolic rate of 

a muscle during exercise might be increased to 100 times its rate at rest. 

When muscular exertion is extremely high, aerobic resynthesis of energy 

stores in the body cannot keep pace with their utilization. 3 At this mo·· 

ment the individual's metabolism reaches what is called the crest load. 

This is described as the point where the largest work load for which the 

oxygen intake of the body is adequate to meet the oxygen requirement. 

The second phase of work capacity is anaerobic. Thisphc\se occurs 

when there is an inadequate supply of oxygen during work. The oxygen 

requirements exceed the aerobic capacity and are met by the body's ability 

to incur a certain amount of oxygen debt. Oxygen debt is a deficit in·, 

curred during anaerobic work, and the lactic acid and other by-products 

of work serve as promissory notes assuring prompt payment. 

Authorities have agreed that endurance is the ability to continue 

work. This is limited by two factors; first, the willingness to work on 

in spite of the discomfort and pain of fatigue, and secondly the capacity 

of the homeostatic mechanism to make rapid and extensive adjustments with-

in the functioning organism. 

A definition of an individual possessing endurance would be a person 

who has lowered the sensitivity thresholds, while homeostatic adjustments 

3william F. Ganong, Medical Physiology (Los Angeles, California, 
1963), p. 36. 
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are taking place as the body becomes experienced to increased metabolic 

demands. The blood circulates more freely because of a more effective ad

justment by the vasomoto~ system which goes into action even before the 

activity is commenced and shifts the blood to the working muscles in just 

the proper volume as the work is continued. At this time pulmonary ven

tilation is keeping pace with the requirements for gaseous exchange rather 

than over-responding to the excitement of exercise, which sometimes pro

duces giddiness due to chemical imbalance will no longer strive for air 

with a continually expanded chest, but permits a full excursion of his 

thoraco-diaphragmatic bellows to provide an efficient ventilation of his 

lungs. The subject's perspiration is almost entirely free from eye-sting

ing salt, since the sweat glands are capable of excreting the water needed 

for cooling while conserving the salts needed to maintain the delicate 

fluid balance of the body. 

There are two basic types of test used in the measurement of endur

ance. These are laboratory tests and field tests. Balke has found that 

procedures for determining human working capacity in the laboratory take 

advantage of such equipment as :treadmills, bicycle ergometers or stepping 

devices for providing desirable and reproducible levels of work intensity. 

The test that Dr. Balke and his associates have used in the laboratory 

has been primarily with the treadmill. The laboratory conditions allow 

for a continuous monitoring of the circulatory and respiratory responses 

to exercise which is essential for the recognition of an individual's 

capacity for coordinating a complexity of organic functions. Most re

searchers testing large numbers of students have found that treadmills 

and bicycle ergometers are quite expensive. 
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Since the use of this equipment would not be practical for testing 

large numbers there is a need for field tests. Balke states "that with-

out 1 on-the-spot 1 measurements, most tests involving physical exertion 

are too dependent on the individual's motivation and tolerance for pain 

and discomfort. Without physiological measurements during a 1 fitness' 

test an investigator can rarely ascertain if the subject is performing 

within or beyond his physiological limitations. A field test of physical 

competence should engage a familiar type of physical exercise involving 

large muscle groups and eliciting general functional responses within and 

up to the limits of capacity. The test accomplishments should be simply 

measureable in commonly understandable terms and readily convertible into 

d t f h ' 1 ' 1 . "f" 114 a-a o p ysio ogica signi ,icance. The type of exercise which comes 

very close to fulfilling most of these requirements is the work of walk-

ing and running. Balke has shown in Figure 1 (page 6) his attempt: to 

illustrate the role of the oxygen debt capacity during the performance 

of exercises requiring near all-out efforts compared to time intervals 

from 1 to 1.5 minutes. It can readily be seen that a very short effort: 0 

e.g. running 100 yards in 10 seconds, :is accomplished almost entirely an-

aerobically. In a four-minute run the oxygen debt capacity covers about 

twenty per cent of the work. In work periods exceeding 12 to LS minutes, 

the anaerobic phase becomes less and less important for the accomplish~ 

ment of the total work, accounting for not more than approximately five 

per cent of the totally required amounts of oxygen. On thi1;, basis, Balke 

4p,. Balke, 11 A Simple Field Test for the Assessment of Physical Fit= 
ness, 11 Report to the Federal Aviation Agency, Civil Aeromedical Research 
Institute, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, p. 1~2.. 
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has reconunended the 15 minute run as a field test of endurance.5 

In 1942, Johnson, Brouha and Darling introduced the "Step Test" as 

a method of assessing one's physical fitness for strenuous exercise. The 

test required a subject to step on to a 20-inch bench at the rate of 30 

steps (4-count cy~les) per minute as long as he is able, or if still step-

ping at the end of five minutes the exercise is terminated. The recovery 

pulse is then counted from 1-1\, 2-2\, and 3~:3\ minutes after the cessa-

tion of exercise. The five minute step test according to Montoye cannot 

be a test for work performance prediction. Montoye concludes "despite 

the fact that work performance cannot be predicted from Step Tests scores 

there is an appreciable amount of evidence that the Index does reflect 

the relative state of fitness of the cardiovascular system.116 It !appears 

from the results of Montoye~s study that the Fitness Index is not very 

closely related to one's ability to carry on strenuous work. 

At present the most widely used field test for endurance is the 600 

yard walk-run test presented by the American Association of Health, Phy-

sical Education and Recreation. The 600 yard run can be completed by 

most anyone in two to three minutes. It can be seen from Figure 1 that 

this would mean that 20-40% of the work was being done anaerobically. 

Because of the strain on the subjects and complaints from parents on the 

distance of the test the 600 yard walk-run has not been generally accept-

~d. ~, --At : present ,there ar!=. no generally.,)accepted ,1field ·tests of endurance 

that have been ;v.aHda ted. 

5Ibid. 

6lienry · J. Montoye, "The Harvard Step Test," Revue Canadienne de 
Biologie, 4 (1952), pp .• 491-499. 
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The practical problem involved in this study was that of establish= 

ing a test that could be used by physical educators in the field to test 

endurance. When one is attempting to assess the endurance of individuals 

as part of physical ;fitness it is necessary to have an objective method 

of testingwhich will readily indicate the magnitude of changes in physi= 

cal condition derived from physical conditioning, extended periods of com-

plete inactivity, and physical fatigue. In this study it was hoped that 

a procedure could be found that would serve the purpose of determining a 

person°s crest load capacity for functional demands of aerobic work, com-

monly referred to in this study as endurance. 

There have been previous studies conducted with adults and high 

school age students that have established foundations for this study. 

Balke has worked on testing endurance in adult males and females~ as well 

as high school boys. Balke 0 s test for adult males utilized a treadmill 

to increase the work load. This t.estingprocedure is generally accepted 

among physiologists and. physical educators. The criteria for this test 

is the length of time the person can walk on a treadmill with a gradually 

increased work load until anaerobic work is reached. 7 

Balke has also experimented with a portable stepping device using 

both healthy and cardiac male subjects. He started these subjects step-

ping at the floor level, raising the step interval 2 cm. per minute. The 

results of this test indicated a high correlation with those of the more 

'?Bruno Balke, "The Effect of Physical Exercise on the Metabolic 
Potential," Exerci~ and Fitness, ed. The Athletic Institute (Illinois~ 
1960), pp. 73-81. 
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elaborate treadmill teata .8 

Balke, Clarke and Phillips in separate studies have theorized that 

children respond differently in pulse rate and blood pressure patterns 

than adult, to thi1 type of teat.9 At the present time there are no es

tablished tables of norm, for children using this proposed admini1trative 

technique for testing of endurance . 'l'hi1 is the reason for a 1eparate 

validation and norming procedure for children. 

Purpose .2£. Study 

The purpose of this study was to establish a metabolic functional 

capacity test as a measure of endurance for upper elementary boys ages 

eight through twelve. The procedure was . a step tebt utilizing a motor-

ized stepping device. It was first necessary to establish the starting 

height of the step, progreuion of work load through speed of elevation, 

how often the step was to be raised, and what pulse rate do the boys at-

tain before reaching the cut-off point between aerobic and anaerobic work . 

Another problem associated with this study was to find the point dur-

ing exercise where the subject's systolic blood pre11ure dropped signifi-

cantly representing the cut-off point between aerobic and anaerobic work 

load . 

These work loads refer to those levels of work where in the step 

test the step was elevated every minute, thus increasing the energy 

8Letter from Dr . Fran Nagle, Biodynamic Branch j FAA Center, Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma to Dr . A. Harrison, Oklahoma State University , Stillwater , 
Oklahoma , October 1964. 

9s . Balke, Exercise ~ .Pitne1e , pj .75 . 
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demands gradually . . These deJlB.nds are met by proper adjustments of the 

cardio-re,piratory systems • . The increase in heart rate and pulse pressure 

change indicates the enlargement of the cardiac output which is of primary 

iutportance for adequate oxygen and energy supply. The progressive demands 

on the respiratory system, handling the metabolic gas exchange, are ex-

pressed by the increase of pulmonary ventilation. 

Balke and others have found that in adults the functional limitations 

become apparent when the heart rate reaches about 180 beats per minute. 10 

At this critical frequency, the time for sufficient ventridle filling 

with blood between contractions becomes too short, and as a consequence 

of reduced blood volume, the pulse pressure falls off. At this point man 

also encounters his maximal capacity for breathing. This is the point 

where the aerobic process leaves off and the anaerobic process takes over . 

These criteria, indicating. the attainment of maximum aerobic capacity, 

are observed at low work intensities in subjects with low functional ca-

pacities and at higher work intensities in subjects, who, by training, 

have become functionally adapted to greater demands . The test waster-

minated before the subject went into anaerobic oxygen debt at a heart 

rate of around 180 beats per minute and after a drop i~ systolic blood 

pressure was noted. 

The test used in this study was one which may fil~ one of the ~ fous., 
I 

weaknesses in our current fitness testing program by providing an econom-

ical and easily administered test which would give information about the 

child's functional capacity and cardio-respiratory reactions to moderate 

lOstacy Hoover Mathews, Physiology of Muscular Activity and Exercise 
(The Ronald Press Co., New York, 1964), p. 363. 
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exercise. The stepping device that was used in this study can be built 

for around $100.00. After validity and norms have been established for 

the test, any physical education teacher could administer the test with 

some training in taking pulse rates and operating the stepper. 

It is hoped that both the equipment and the knowledge gained from 

this study will be used in an additional study of work capacity of chil-

dren. Some of the sub-problems of this study were: 

1. the measuring of energy cost during the test 

2. establishing norms 

3. measuring net oxygen debts incurred during this test 

4. determining the mean pulse rate that a child attains 
before he reaches the cut-off point between aerobic 
and anaerobic work. 

Limitations 

The sample for this studywas not a random sample because of the time 

factor and lack of controlled i;;ampling procedures during summer months. 

The number of subjects in the test was relatively small for establishing 

norms. 

Upon arriving at the laboratory the boys were somewhat apprehensive 

as to what was going to happen. With all of the instruments and testing 

devices in the room the subjects seemed to build high anxieties. Several 

of the boys became so excited they hyperventilated durln:g; the early part 

of the test procedure. This was a factor that could not be controlled. 

The boys 1 activity prior to coming to the laboratory was also 

another factor that could not be controlled. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In making this study of metabolic functional capacity of grade school 

boys it was necessary to cover the literature as thoroughly as possible 

to find what information had been uncovered before this study. Several 

individuals have made studies.directly or indirectly concerned with the 

topk at hand. 

Some of the first work capacity studies were done by measuring car

diac output. The earliest methods of studying cardiac output involved the 

problem of the blending of gases in the lungs. The factors determining 

this blending have been investigated by many workers. A systematic study 

has been reported by Lundsgaard and Schierbeck (1923), where references 

to the earlier work may be found. They concluded that results obtained 

with hydrogen could be extended to other gases (oxygen:i nitrous oxide, and 

carbon monoxide). Three main factors presented themselves to these in

vestigators for study; (1) the amount of air in the lungs after expiration, 

(2) the depth of rebreathing, and (3) the number of rebreathings. By re

breathing from a rubber bag, containing 2 to 2.5 liters of a hydrogen-air 

mixture, and starting from the residual air of the subject, they found 

that three respirations were sufficient for attaining mixture in the·two 

subjects studied. Regarding the rate of respiration which in most of 

these experiments was between 10 and 16 per minute, they state, "a few 

experiments were performed in order to determine quantitatively the 

11 
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influence of the rate. We did not arrive at definite results. Our im-

pression was that rate may be varied considera,bly without any appreciable 

influence on the results •11 l 

In 1942,. Johnson, Brouha and Darling introduced the "Step Test" as 

a method of assessing one's physical fitness for strenuous exercise. This 

initial test was explained in Chapter 1.2 Although the test was origin~ 

ally developed for appraising the fitness of healthy men, modifications 

have rendered the test applicable to boys, young women, girls, and older 

men and patients. One modification for the girls was;those who became 

fatigued may have to be stopped before the five-minutes period was com-

pleted. This test was devised as suitable for estimating the dynamic 

physical fitness of high school girls. The test is based upon the prinr~ 

ciple that the more fit an individual, the more rapidly will the heart 

rate return to normal after exercise. The equipment consisted of a plat~ 

form 16 inches high and a stop watch. 

Since the publication of the initial research in Revue Canadienne de 

Biologie., 3 the Fitness Index has been subjected to numerous critical eval-

uations. Despite severe criticism in some quarters the Index has gained 

rather wide-spread popularity. The Step Test is purported to measure 

"the functional status of the body and its ability to do strenuous work. 

le. Lundsgaard and K. Schierbeck, "Respiratory Breathing Rate, 11 

Journal of Physiology, LXIV (1923), p. 210. 

2R. E. Johnson, L. Brouha, and R. C. Darling, "A Test of Physical 
Fitness.of Strenuous Exertion," Revue Canadienne de Biologie$ 1 (1942), 
pp. 491~503. 

3D. Mathews, Physiology of ~ula.r Activity and Exercise (New York, 
1964), p. 373. 
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To measure indirectly, or in other words to predict, one's capacity for 

doing muscular work would indeed be valuable. 4 The validation against a 

work criterion of similar simple tests of fitness which have appeared in 

the· past have, for the most part, failed. It wa~ the purpose of Montoye 's 

study to determine the relationship between the Fitness Index (Step Test 

Scores) and several criteria of work performance. 5 Similar attempts have 

been made by others and their results are discussed by Montoye .. However, 

the number of experimental subjects in some instances was small. Further-

more, it seemed important that the subjects be conditioned to strenuous 

work before administering the Step Test and tests of work performance. 

Montoye found the relationship between the Fitness Index and work per-

formance in fifty college men who had participated in a· strenuous condi- ·· 

tioning:program for three months. Criteria of work performance consisted 

of maximum number of sit-ups, time on a half-mile run, and duration of 

maximal performance on frictional bicycle ergometer peddled at the rate 

of 20 miles per hour against four pounds resistance. The computed co-

efficients of correlation between the step test scores and the criteria 

were 0.286 and 0.091 respectively. These results corroborate the work of 

others indicating that there apparently was some slight relationship be-

tween the Fitness Index and height, weight or surface area. Although age 

inMontoye 1 s study was statistically significant it was considered rela-

tively unimportant. Montoye 1 s conclusion was that the low correlation 

4J. R. Gallagher and L. Broup:a, "A Simple Method of Testing the 
Physical Fitness of Boys," Research Quarterly, 14 (1943), pp. 23-30. 

5Henry J. Montoye, "The Harvard Step Test, 11 Revue Canadienne de 
Biologie, 4 (1952), pp. 491-499. 
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between the Fitness Index and measures of stature, weight and surface 

area was not surprising in view of the results of Bookwalter6 and Seltzer. 7 

Bookwalter correlated results of the Army Physical Fitness test and 

the Harvard Step test only to find no significant relationship. He also 

found that Step'l'est scores are apparently independent, for all practical 

purposes, of structurai measurements·.8 

An i~fluential researcher that has contributed his knowledge to the 

type of test done in this study was Dr. Bruno Balke. He has stated in 

his studies that "Procedures for determining human working capacity in 

the laboratory take advantage of such equipment as treadmills, bicycle 

ergometers, or stepping devices for providing desirable and reproducable 

levels of work intensity.119 Balke reports test results in terms of the 

duration of exercise required to produce a heart rate of 180/min. The 

test.consists of walking at a constant speed on a treadmill, the slope of 

which is increased each minute. The heart rate is measured each minute. 

The test requires a treadmill, a stop watch, and an electrocardiograph 

heart rate. 10 

The type of exercise which comes very close to fulfilling most of 

6K. W. Bookwalter, "A Study of the Brouha Step Test," Physical. Edu
cator, 5 (1948), p. 55. 

7c. c. Seltzer, "Anthropometric Characteristics and Physical Fitness," 
Research Quarterly, 17 (1946), pp. 10~20. 

8Bookwalter, p. 55. 

9B. Balke and R. W. Ware, "An Experimental Study of 'Physical Fit
ness' of Air Force Personnel," U.S. Armed Forces Medical Journal, 10 
(1959), p. 675. 

1~. Balke, Journal of Applied Physiology, 7 (1954), 231. 
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these requirements Balke mentions is the work of walking and running. 

According to Henry's compilation of data on the oxygen requirements for 

these exercises, level walking at a: fast pace produces metabolic rates up 

to eight times the resting valuewhile in relatively slow running the 

energy expenditure may exceed the resting rate as much as 10 times or 

more. This explains why most "normal" people usually become quickly ex-

11 
hausted when "in a hurry." About .70 to 80 per cent of the adult male 

population attain cardiorespiratory limitation at energy expenditures of 

12 
10-11 mets (Mets: multiples of the basal metabolic rate). In another 

of Balke 0 s studies a simple but very efficient form of exercise, namely 

hiking up-·hill on a motor driven treadmill was used as an appropriate 

stress factor. Stress was gradually increased by elevating the slope of 

the treadmill one per cent per minute, Thus duringwalking a.ta constant 

speed of 3.4 m,p.h. the energy demands were gradually increased. These 

demands were met by proper adjustments of the cardio-respiratory systems: 

the increase in heart rate and in pulse pressure indicated the enlarge-

ment of the cardiac output which was of primary importance for adequate 

13 oxygen and energy supply. 

Balke experimented with another test of endur&nce. He had a group 

of 34 high school boys with an average maximal oxygen intake of 43.6 

ml/kg/min in the treadmill test run 15 minutes on an oval track. They 

llF. M. Henry, "The Oxygen Requirement of Walking and Running," 
Research Quarterly, 24 (1953), p. 169. 

12B. Balke, Exercise and Fitness, pp. 73-8L 

13Ibid, p. 75. 
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were to cover the greatest possible distance during that time. The boys 

averaged a velocity which required an oxygen intake of 44.4 ml/kg/min. 

Most boys stayed well within the acceptable range of± 10% deviation from 

the perfect correlation between maximum oxygen intake and distance cover-

ed. A few boys performed better in the running test than was predictable 

from the objective treadmill data, Based on Balke's findings a field 

test for the assessment of physical fitness.was established which employs 

a 15-minute run--around or along known distances~-at best individual ef-

forts. From the accurate distances and time measurements of the average 

velocity in meters per minute was determined and converted into the phy-

siologically meaningful value of equivalent oxygen requirement, In a 

"best effort" this value represents very closely the aerobic work capac,a 

ity and permits a rather objective rating of physical fitness. 14 

Dr. Nagle and Dr. Balke have a.l~o experimented with a motorized stepper 

using as subjects healthy and cardiac males. These researchers started 

the stepper at 2 cm. and raised it 2 cm. each minute. Only three of 

twenty-six subjects continued stepping toa. height of 40 cm. and going 

twenty minutes in duration. These same men started at the end of one 

minute of exercise with a mean V02/ml/kg of 10.0 and three raised this to 

a mean V02/ml/kg of 41.3 at the end of the twentieth minute. Balke and 

Nagle gave the following scale as their classificat;i..on index for the step 

· test. 

14B. Balke, "A Simple Field Test for the Assessment of Physical Fit
ness," Report from Federal Aviation Agency, Oklahoma City, pp. 1-11. 



V02/ml/kg 

·25-30 

30-35 

35,..40 

40-45 

45-50 

50-55 

TABLE I 

WORK CAPACITY STANDARDS 
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Classification 

Very Poor 

Poor 

Fair 

Good 

Excellent 

Superior 

There was a high correlation.between Balke's treadmill and 15 minute run 

test- and the-St~p:iest. 15 

According to practical experience in the field, a state of complete 

exhaustion was to be expected after about two hours of slightly submax.imal 

work on the treadmill. During such work, the organism is running out of 

readily available energy stores which are mainly composed of the glycogen 

16 
deposits in muscles and liver. 

Incompetence is indicated near this rate by: (a) an excessive volume 

of ventilation; (b) a respiratory exchange ratio of unity; (c) an acute 

decrease in the ratio of oxygen consumed to the work done; (d) a tendency 

for the oxygen.consumption to level off, indicating increased anaerobic 

15Letter from Dr. Fran Nagle, Biodynamic Branch,. Federal Aviation 
Agency, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to Dr. A. Harrison, Oklahoma State Uni~ 
versity, October 1964. 

16R. Hedman, "The Available Glycogen in Man and the Connection be~ 
tween Rate of Oxygen I,0:take and Carbohydrate Usage," Acts Physiology 
Scandanavia, 40 (1957):, p. 305. 
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work. This is demonstrable if the exercise. is1 graded to allow for phys~ 

iological adaptation at the various worklevels. 17 

For some of the calculations in this study reference was made to 

. f:hyrsiological Measurements .Q.fMetabolic Functions ..!!! Man; by Consolazio, 

. Johnson. and Pecora. On the basis of their experience they have establish

ed procedures for other researchers to use in metabolic calculations.18 

·Another field test that is being used at present is the 600-yard 

run-walk. This test isa screening measurement in the suggested elements 

.of a school-centered program for Youth Physical Fitness. The students 

start running.on an oval track with the signal to,"Go!". They run the full 

distance (walking only if necessary). Walking is permitted, but the ob,-

jectis to cover the distance in the shortest possible time. The record 

in time is the basis. for scoring. the 600 yard run-walk. 19 

In summary, the procedures that have been used in the past to,meas .. 

ure endurance have been qu~stioned. Most of the earlier test that have 

been done, have been of the anaerobic phase of exercise. Since Balke 0 s 

. studies have been made there are a.few researchers that are carrying these 

studies on.into. different areas-of testing. In Balke's testing procedure 

there was involved much elaborate and expensive equipment. It is hoped 

throu$h the efforts of this study that expense can be·kept at a minimum 

and a valid and reliable test of metabolic functions can be found . 

. 17Ibid, p ~ 306. 

18con,solazio.,. Johnson_ and_ Precrot-JJ, _ -P.hyaiologii!al~1MeaE1tiremen.ts·f_g! 
M~t:abolic Functions_ in!!!!.!! (St. ·Louis, 1964). 

l9president's Council on Youth~ Fitness,. Youth Physical Fitness, 
Suggested ]1:lements of a School-ceneered-Program_ (Washingto~ 25,- D.C.: 

- Superintendent of Documents,. U.S. Gover:mnent Pr;i.nting Office, 1961), p. 54. 



CHAPTER III 

METIIOD AND PROCEDURE 

Establishment of Testing Procedure 

The first step in the establishment of this test was to develop a 

procedure and have a trial run. It was decided to start with a stepping 

height of four inches and increase the height of the step interval one 

inch every minute of exercise. This choice was influenced by Dr. Harri

son's study using adult men starting at a height of eight inches1 and 

Dr. Balke's and Dr. Nagle's studies starting at floor level. 2 The de-

cision was made to use four inches as the starting point for this test ; 

this point being a mid-point between the above two levels. 

One subject was asked to come to the physical fitness laboratory for 

a trial run of the test wearing tennis shoes and sports apparel . Subject 

K. E., age twelve was chosen and tested because of his age, good health 

and availability. K. E. reached his crest-load at the end of the seventh 

minute. This was derived from observation of his metabolic calculations . 

His systolic blood pressure fell from 128 mm. Hg. to 122 mm. Hg. on the 

seventh minute of exercise with the step at a height of ten inches. 

K. E.'s oxygen content of expired air was 16.05 per cent at the end of 

lA. Harrison, "Swim for Fitness," Physical Educator, 22 (October, 
1965), p. 129. 

2B. Balke and F. Nagle, p. 18. 

19 
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the seventh minute and fell to 15.85 per cent on the next minute. From 

the results of these calculations the procedure was chosen. 

Selection 6f Subiects 

After the procedures had been checked out on the one subject the re-

searcher chose twenty-nine more subjects from a summer swimming program 

that he was teaching. The only prerequisite being tha.t the subjects 

needed to be between the ages of eight and twelve. All of the boys had 

physical examinations befo:t,"e entering the swimming program, although this 

was not absolutely necessary since the test was sub-maximal and would not 

prove injurious to the subjects. The time schedule was set and the sub-

jects came to the laboratory in groups of three or less. After all of 

the subjects had been tested, five were asked to return for a retest to 

check the reliability of the test. 

Administration of the Test ---

After arriving at the laboratory the subjects height and weight wa.s 

taken and recorded, also the following measurements; grip strength, push-

pull strength, skinfold fat and vital capacity. These measurements, how= 

ever, were not used in this study. They were given to acquaint the sub= 

ject with the laboratory and testing procedures. Following these tests 

the subject was asked to sit in a chair facing the stepping device. The 

cuff of the sphygmomanometer was attached to the subject's upper arm. 

The stethoscope bell was attached to the subject by means of a wrap to 

the cubital area where the brachial, radial and ulnar arteries intersect. 

A long section of rubber tubing was attached to the hearing device on 
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the stethoscope. This additional length in tubing permitted the subject 

to have freedom of movement and also allowed the researcher to be free 

· for other testing procedures. 

After a five minute rest in the chair the subject 1 s resting pulse 

rate and blood pressure were taken. A three minute resting metabolism 

was then taken. A one way valve and mouthpiece was attached to a modified 

football helmet by means of the face protector attachment on the helmet, 

thus freeing the subject from having to support the weight of the valve 

in his mouth. A nose clip was attached to the subjects nose so as not 

to allow exhaled air to escape from his nasal passages. The subject us 

expired air was accumulated in a Collins 120 liter clinical spirometer. 

The resting metabolism was calculated from analysis of gas samples taken 

from the spirometer. A volume of the expired air was taken from a kymo

graph connected to the spirometer. 

Following the resting recordings the testing of exercise started. 

The subject was introduced to the stepping procedure. He was told to 

step up and down on the stepper to the rhythm of the metronome (120 

steps/min.) keeping his eyes on the stepper, thus lowering the possibil

ity of falling into the equipment. The subject was told of the pressure 

that would be on his arm when the tester was taking his blood pressure. 

At this time the subject was asked to try the·stepping procedure and the 

importance of keeping the rate of 120 steps per minute was re-emphasized. 

The test was administered on a portable, motorized stepping device which 

was designed and built for this purpose by the Federal Aviation Agency, 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The stepper can be raised from ground level to 

a maximum height of 20 inches by simply switching on a toggle switch. 
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· .. The device provides a. stepping platform which could be varied to any 

height from ground level to twenty inches while work was being perform-

ed. The height of the step at the beginning was four inches and each 

minute the height of the platform was raised one inch to·produce corre-

· sponding increases in work load. In this test procedure the step was 

raised during the last fifteen seconds of every minute during the test. 

The first forty-five seconds of each minute was used for sampling pro-

cedures. 

"'st 
~ 

I--.__ ____ ~ -1.. 

.. , 

Figure 2. Schematic Drawing of Motorized Stepper 
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It was necessary to have a minimum of two people present to admin

ister the laboratory test. One individual took the heart rates and blood 

pressure readings with a stethoscope, recording these every minute. The 

other tester moved the stepper and took expired air samples from the 

spirometer~ which included removing and adding the meterological balloons 

with each sample. 

During the Metabolic: Functional Capac:ity Step Test the same measure-. 

ments were taken as those taken during rest. The systolic and diastolic 

blood pressure readings and heart rate were taken every minute of exercise. 

Sample volumes of expired air were taken in the spirometer for fifteen 

seconds of every minute. The sampling procedure was achieved immediately 

following the raising of the step or during the first fifteen seconds of 

every minute. The expired air samples for analysis were taken from the 

spirometer during the third minute, fifth minute, seventh minute and every 

minute thereafter until it was evident that the subject had reached his 

crest load. This point being that which determines cessation of aerobic 

and beginning of anaerobic work, This was projected to be where the 

systolic blood pressure rises during sub-maximal work and tends to drop 

upon reaching the crest load. It has been shown that the crest-load was 

reached in adults when the heart rate is 180 beats per minute. 

The test was terminated when anaerobic work began in the subject as 

indicated by pulse rate and systolic blood pressure. The time that it 

took ea.ch subject to reach this level was an indication of his metabolic 

functional capacity. Most subjects were enc:ouraged to go one minute past 

this point to provide potential validating data from various metabolism 

measurements. It was estimated, from previous tests on adults, that an 
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average subject would take from seven to twelve minutes to complete the 

test. The complete testing procedure took ten minutes plus the amount of 

time the subject stepped, 

At the conclusion of the test the subject sat in a chair with all 

testing apparatus intact and recovery measurements were taken. These 

measurements were blood pressure, heart rate and fifteen second expired 

air samples for three minutes following exercise. The expected results 

of these measurements were that the subjects heart rate 1 blood pressure 

and rate of breathing would return to resting levels or close to these. 

The amount of time it took this return to happen is an indication of the 

condition of the individual. It was also necessary to have the recovery 

measurements available for calculation of oxygen debts. 

Analysis of Expired Air 

The fifteen second expired air samples were taken from the spiro= 

meter during resting, exercise and recovery in rubber meterological 

balloons and retained until after the test was completed. These samples 

were then analyzed by the gas chromatography method for oxygen, carbon 

dioxide and nitrogen content. The recorder and gas chromatograph were 

warmed up thirty·minutes to an hour before analysis was to be made. 

This was to assure that the balancing of the machine was valid. The 

helium gas was turned on to assure proper flow during time of testing. 

Two samples of two known calibration gases and their quantities of 

oxygen and carbon dioxide wel;'e recorded to assure validity of the calcu

lations. A calibration graph based on these recordings was constructed 

for each days·work. 
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The samples of expired air were fed into a V=25 Fisher Gas Partitioner 

through the gas sampling valve on the front of the partitioner directly 

from the meterological balloons. A syringe and needle can be used to in-

ject samples into a small rubber port hole on the top of the instrument, 

but the use of the gas sampling valve increases reproductivity. Helium 

gas was used as a carrier gas for the chromatograph. The total analysis 

procedure including nitrogen takes about three minutes per sample depend-

ing on the selected flow rate of heliµm. The chromatograph partitions 

the amount of oxygen, carbon dioxide and nitrogen in each sample, The 

amounts were recorded on a Sargent Recorder connected to the partitioner. 

A correction factor for argon was used in calculating the oxygen percent-

ages as suggested by Hamilton. The correction factor was (.8) and merely 

involved a simple subtraction of this factor from the raw oxygen percent-

3 age. 

At least two samples of the resting gas was checked to assure re-

liability. In other readings where there seemed a lack of consistency, 

a second sample was tested. With previous experience on the chromatograph 

it was found not to be necessary to check all samples twice unless there 

was some inconsistency. 

Each sample was also measured.in the spirometer for volume by use of 

the kymograph attached to the spirometer. A temperature and barometric. 

pressure reading was taken each day. These were used to apply standard-

ized corrections on all gas volume measures. With these calculations 

3L. H. Hamilton and R. C. Kory, "Application of Gas Chromatography 
to Respiratory Gas Analysis,~· Journal of Applied Physiology, 15 (1960), 
pp. 5, 829-837. . 
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(volume, Oz and COz) the respiratory quotient, and true oxygen, energy 

cost and oxygen debt figures were derived from metabolic tables. These 

procedures for metabolic calculations were taken from Metabolic Methods 

by Consolazio, Johns on and Marek. 4 

The testing of the subjects, gas· analysis and basic calculations be

fore grouping of figures consumed approxtmately three hours per subject. 

Grouping and Analysis of ~ 

Upon completion of all tests and metabolic calculations, the data 

was divided into two groups, according to ages, 8 to 10 and 11 to 12. 

Group data was compared for differences in pulse rate, blood pressure and 

metabolic variables due to age. After comparing data from these groups 

and finding almost no differences it was decided to use the data as coming 

from one homogeneous group. Graphs and charts were constructed showing 

the data obtained including energy cost ratio, blood pressures, pulse 

rates, oxygen and carbon dioxide content of expired air and respiratory 

quotients. 

A suggested test procedure for others to follow was outlined with 

tentative norms based on minutes of work accomplished before cut~·off 

pulse rate was reached. The data, as shown by tables and graphs in the 

summary were analyzed for supporting evidence for vaU.dity of cute.off 

points based on this data. 

4consolazio, Johnson and Marek,. Metabolic Methods (St. Louis, 1951). 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

This study has attempted to establish a test that could be used by 

physical educators in the field to test endurance. Originally it was 

decided the results of the test would be div~ded into two. age groups. 

The data in the following table reflects the closeness of the metabo·~ 

lie calculations for these two groups. Group I had those subjects ages 

eight, nine, and ten. Group II had those subjects ages eleven, twelve 

and thirteen. 

TABLE II 

MEAN CUT-OFF POINTS OF TWO GROUPS TESTED 

Data Taken 

Systolic Blood 
Pressure 

Diastolic Blood 
Pressure 

Heart Rate per 
15 sec. 

Ventilation Rate 
per minute 

Oxygen Percentage 
(Expired Air) 

Carbon Dioxide 
(Expired Air) 

Group I 

116 mm.Hg 

68 mm.Hg 

45 

45 

18 .09% 

3.21% 

27 

Group II 

122 mm.Hg 

67 mm.Hg 

46 

43 

17.23% 

3.35% 
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On the basis of the above evidence being so close it was decided to 

treat all subjects as one group. 

One of the sub~problems of this study was to find how long the subF 

jects wouid exercise before reaching their crest-load. The data in 

Figure 3 shows that the largest number of students stepped for eight 

minutes with the next highest number at seven and nine minutes. These 

scores agree highly with the metabolic calculations shown in Figures 4, 

5 and 6. 
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-
Figure 3 .. Total Number of Subjects Crest~Loads for 

for Each Minute of Test 

To assess the significance of the results shown in Figure 3 it was 

necessary to compare these figures with other variables of the test. 

These crest-loads by the minute were used in establishing test norms for 

field-test 4se. 

The data that supported the crest-load being close to the eighth 

minute of exercise is that of the calculations in Tables III, IV, and V. 
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These tables and accompanying graphs indicate a crest-load between aerobic 

and anaerobic work. 

Table III gives the test data for mean systolic blood pressure and 

ventilation rate. Both of these variables had a breaking point of seven 

minutes. 

Minutes of 
Exercise 

0-1 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

5~6 

6-7 

7-8 

8~·9 

9-10 

10-11 

TABLE III 

METABOLIC CALCULATIONS HAVING A BREAKING POINT 
·OF SEVEN MINUITES 

Number of Systolic Blood Number of 
Subjects Pressures mm.Hg Subjects 

·Mean 
Ventilation 
Rates L/min 

30 106.866 8 33.5 

30 111.133 11 32.3 

30 114. 733 25 33.28 

30 118 ,466 10 33.4 

30 121. 133 25 37.16 

29 12L 758 13 36.30 

29 123.448 26 40,11 

27 120.258 19 42.84 

23 119.869 21 45.57 

15 123.400 14 42.42 

6 122.333 6 46.66 

The above data is shown in graph form in Figure 4 • 

. Figure 5 shows a comparison graph of Dr. Balke us study using as sub-

jects adult males on a treadmill exercise test. As shown the systolic 
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blood pressure rises steadily in almost a linear_ line. The adults systolic 

blood pressure starts at ,a higher level than do the boys, but the rise is 

at about the same speed. 1 

Figure 4 presents the group mean systolic blood pressures. This 

graph pictures a rise in mean systolic blood pressure from the start of 

the test with the subjects having a low of 100.866 mmHg. at the end of one 

minute of exercise. The subjects were stepping at a height of 4 inches. 

The rise was terminated when the subjects mean systolic blood pressure 

reached a high of 123.488 mm.Hg and dropped to 120.259 mm.Hg. This drop 

as shown in the graph came after the seventh minute of exercise with the 

subjects stepping at eleven inches on the stepper. Figure 4 also gives 

a picture of the mean ventilation rate as experienced by the subjects 

during exercise. Seventy per cent of the subjects had a rather high 

ventilation rate to start with, due to high anxiety and some hyperventi-

lation derived from this new experience and laboratory environment. 

The mean ventilation rate graph shows the rise in mean ventilation 

rate sta:t;"ting at 33.5 L/min and reaching a breaking point of 45.57 L/min 

before making a sharp rise. The first six to seven minutes of exercise 

were well within the individuals aerobic working capacity as demonstrated 

by the fact therewas no dec:t;"ease or leveling off of the mean ventilation 

line. 

The following table gives the data of mean oxygen percentage content 

of expired air samples. There was a definite breaking point or leveling 

lB. Balke, ''Modified Work Capacity Studies in Individuals with and 
without Coronary Artery Disease, 11 Journal of Sports Medicine, 16 (1964), 
p. 208. 



off of these calculations at the eighth minute of exercise. This 

particular calculation agreed with the highest number of subjects hitting 

their crest loads at eight minutes of exercise. Table IV gives the mea:n 

oxygen percentage of expired air. 

Minutes of 
Exercise 

0-1 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

5-6 

6-7 

7-8 

8-9 

9-10 

10-11 

11-12 

TABLE IV 

GROUP MEANS OF OXYGEN PERCENTAGE 
THROUGHOUT.TEST 

Number of ·Oxygen 
Subjects Percentage 

5 19.39 

8 1.8.48 

24 18.62 

10 17.65 

24 17,96 

12 17.40 

25 17.60 

18 17,40 

20 17.52 

1.4 17.55 

6 17.66 

0 0.00 

The mean oxygen perc~ntage started at a level of 19.39 per cent, 

after one minute of exercise and steadily dropped to 17.40 per cent be-

fore leveling off. This change or level off occurred at the end of the 

,f. 



eighth minute. This data will be shown graphically in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Group Means of Oxygen Percentage 
Throughout Test 
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The mean oxygen percentage started at a level of 19.39 per cent 
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after one minute of exercise and steadily dropped to 17.40 per cent be-

fore leveling off. This has been reflected in the graph above. 

Another set of data that shows a breaking point at eight minutes is 

carbon dioxide. Table V gives the mean data for this calculation. 

In Figure 7 the mean carbon dioxide started at 2.19 per cent after 

one minute of exercise and climbed to a height of 3.29 per ce.nt where it 

leveled off for the last three minutes of exercise. 

There were several metabolic calculations that did not sh.ow any 

actual change or breaking point. They included respiratc,ry quotient, 

ventilation corrected, heart rate, diastolic blood pressure aTud Exercise 

Metabolic Rate/Sitting Metabolic Rate ratio. 



TABLE·v 

GROUP MEANS OF CARBON DIOXIDE'PERCENTAGE 
THROUGHOUT TEST 

Minutes of Number of Carbon Dioxide 
Exercise Subjects Percentage 

0-1 5 2.19 

1-2 8 2.59 

2 ... 3 24 2.51 

3-4 9 3.03 

4-5 25 2.88 

5.-6 12 3.28 1 

6-7 25 3.14 

7-8 18 3.29 

8-9 20 3.20 

9 ... 10 14 3.20 

10-11 6 3.38 

This data is shown in Figure 7. 
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figure 7. Graph of the Overall Group Mean for Carbon 
Dioxide Percentage Showing a Breaking 

Point of Eight Minutes 
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Minutes Number Ventilation 
of of Corrected 

Exercise Subjects L/min 

0-1 3 19.88 

1-2 8 19.85 

2-3 23 18.51 

3-4 9 23.79 

4-5 23 22.96 

5-6 12 26.47 

6-7 24 27.57 

7-8 19 31.72 

8-9 19 30.53 

9-10 13 33.10 

10-11 6 37.14 

TABLE VI 

OVERALL GROUP MEANS OF THOS~ CALCULATIONS 
WITH NO OBSERVABLl": BREAYIHG POINT 

Heart 
Number Number Rates Number 

of Respiratory of per 15 of 
SubJects Quotient Subjects sec. Subjects 

5 1.19 29 30.55 30 

8 1.03 30 32.53 30 

24 1.16 29 34.28 30 

11 .96 30 36.07 30 

25 1.11 29 38.0:, 30 

12 .93 29 39.21 29 

25 1.08 28 41.43 29 

17 1.01 27 42.41 27 

20 .995 23 43.91 23 

14 1.05 15 45.07 15 

6 1.11 7 47.14 6 

Diastolic 
Blood 

Pressure 
mm.Hg. 

65.13 

65.33 

67.50 

67.60 

67.50 

68.10 

68.06 

67.44 

66.74 

64.0 

63.0 

Number 
of 

Subjects 

4 

8 

23 

9 

22 

11 

24 

17 

19 

13 

6 

EMR 
SMR 
Ratio 

3.16 

2.75 

2.84 

4.15 

3.95 

4.73 

5.29 

6.40 

6.04 

6.96 

6.68 

w 
0\ 
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The mean respiratory quotient (R.Q.) started at a high of 1.19 and 

slowly dropped to a level of 1.01 before leveling off for the next three 

minutes. This respiratory quotient is the ratio of carbon ·dioxide to 

C02 
oxygen()°" •. During short duration exercise the R.Q. will have a tend~ncy 

2 

to rise when the. ~xercise is prolonged or exhaustive, the R.Q. goes 

steadily down, The only explanation that might be given for the type of 

calculation derived from this study is that the subjects were hyper-

ventilated, thus causing spurious R.Q., resulting from over breathing. 

The subjec,ts .. R.Q. 1s were high du:i:;-ing the early part of the test but 

dropped off after the exercise started (Figure 7), 

Mean, correct·e4 ventilation also leveled off after the eighth minute 

of exercise, but aga~n had a tendency to rise for the next two minutes 

not showing any true ·breaking point. This calculation started at a low 

of 19 .. 88 L/min and rose to 37.14 L/min before aU subjects terminated 

their exercis~. 

The subjects mean heart rate sta·rted at 30.55 for a 15/sec. count 

or 122 .20 puls'e rate per minute and climbed steadily terminating at a 

mean of 180 pulse rate/min. Seven subjects were permitted to go approx~ 

imately 208 pulse rate/min to find if any oxygen debt was encountered 

following the ··crest load of the chosen '180/min heart rate. 

As for the mean diastolic blood pressure there was almost no change 

throughout the exercise period. The diastolic blood pressure started at 

65.133 mmHg. and stayed close to this figure with a 67.50 mml:lg. at its 

highest level, where it leveled off for the remaining 3 minutes. The 

subjects were at this time stepping at a height of eleven inches. 

The last group of data.in the table gives an· expression of energy 
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cost using a ratio of the work metabolic rate and the resting metabolic 

rate. Work can be considered moderate when its cost is three times that 

of the resting rate. When the metabolic rate increases eight times, it 

is considered hard work, but can be maintained for eight hours. Reference 

to this ratio may be found in Dr. Karpovich and Dr. Weiss writings con-

cerning the WorkMetabolic Rate Ratio in prescribing exercises to 
Resting Metabolic Rate ' 

convalescent patients;Z 

The mean EMR ratio of the subjects in this study started at the end 
SMR 

of two minutes of exercise at 2. 75 and climbed to 6 .96 at the end of ten 

minutes. On the following page Figure 8 gives a graphic view of the data 

shown in Table VI. 

Means were calculated on all subjects at their observed cut-off 

points for blood pressure, pulse rates, ventilation rate, carbon dioxide, 

oxygen and respiratory quotients. The following table shows themeans at 

the cut-off points for the total group. 

TABLE VII 

OBSERVED MEAN CREST LOAD POINT FOR TIIE TOTAL GROUP 

Tests Given Means 

Systolic Blood Pressure 123.00 mm.Hg. 

Diastolic Blood Pressure 68.00 mm.Hg. 

Pulse Rate 44~45 per 15 sec. 

Ventilation Rate 45.57 per minute 

Carbon Dioxide Percentage 3.29 per cent 

Oxygen Percentage 17.40 per cent 

.. 2R. A. Weiss and P. V. Karpovich, "Energy Cost of Exercise for Con- , 
valescents, '·' ArchTv'es 2f J.>hysic'al Medicine, 28 (1947}, 'p. 447. 
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These data were called the observed cut-off points because they 

reflected the· points where a rise, level off, or drop occurred in ·:.the 

metabolic data. About seventy-five per cent of the crest load points 

observed were the same as the crest loads used as cut-off points during 

the testing. 

In the construction of the graphs in this chapter some samples were 

not drawn on the graphs, because of the small number of scores during 

these minutes of exercise. Heart rate and blood pressure measurements 

were taken every minute. Expired air samples were taken on the third, 

fifth, seventh and every minute thereafter until termination of the ex

ercise. 

Some observations made before the actual exercise started, during 

exercise, and during the recovery stage were these: 

1. The subjects had a tendency to be very anxious and hyperventila

ted evidently due to the environment· in which they found themselves and 

the interest and mystery of what was going to happen to them during the 

t.est. 

2. It was noticed that some of the boys had some problems in hitting 

the step· when nearing the ere.st-load time of the test. They seemed to 

have a tendency to stumble or catch their toe on the end of the stepper. 

3. At the end of exercise it was noticed that each boy was per

spiring and those boys that went the shortest time had the highest quan

tity of perspiration on their forehead. 

Table VIII includes the mean scqres for the V02/ml/kg along with the 

·minutes of exercise and nUIJ1.berof subjects that the calculations include. 

If exercise is moderate and uniform, the oxygen intake rises gradually 
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and then levels off and remains at this level for the duration of the 

exercise. This figure has generally been accepted as being the most 

valid reflection of endurance among all physiological variables. 

TABLE VIII 

MEAN OXYGEN INTAKES PER MINUTE 

Height 
of Step Minutes of Number of 
(inches) Exercise Subjects V02/ml/kg 

4 0 .. 1 3 9.97 

5 1-2 7 11.14 

6 2-3 25 12.61 

7 3-4 8 15.54 

8 4-5 26 19,01 

9 5-6 11 20.69 

10 6 ... 7 26 25 .08 

11 7-8 19 28. 71 

12 8-9 21 31.00 

13 9-10 13 28.65 

14 10-11 5 29.15 

It was necessary to check the reliability of this test procedure. 

A group of five randomly selected subjects were asked to return to the 

laboratory after all tests had been given for the first time. At this 

time only heart rates and blood pressure measurements were taken. The 

resulting measurements were almost identical to those of the first test 

.indicating that this is a reliable test procedure. The following are the 
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mean scores for those subjects during the first and second test. 

TABLE IX 

CREST LOAD MEASUREMENTS FROM ORIGINAL TEST AND RETEST 

.subjects Systolic Blood D:Las to lie Blood Heart Rate 
Tested ·Pressul;"e Pressure 

Test No. 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 

D.P. 115 HS 69 69 43 41 

A.P. 131 131 69 69 39 39 

B.C. 132 138 70 69 39 40 

K.E. 115 117 68 69 42 42 

R.M. 150 150 69 70 35 36 

It is recommended that when this test is used in the field that 

three basic pieces of equipment be used: the stepper, a stethoscope with 

a modified five to six foot tube attached to the listening bell for free-

dom of movement, and a metronome for speed of step. An assistant may be 

necessary to trigger the electric motor on the stepper. The instructor 

after attacqing the stethoscope to the chest by means of an athletic wrap 
' 

or tape, will r1:ad the heart rate while subject is stepping. He can also 

record these heart rates while exercise is in progress. The subject 

should be stopped when he reaches a heart rate of 45 beats for a fifteen 

second count. 

The table on the following page gives norms 'that have been calculated 

with the data from the thirty subjects in the study. 



TABLE X 

METABOLIC FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY STEP TEST NORMS 
FOR BOYS 8-12 YEARS OF AGE 
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Minutes of Height Functional Capacity Estimated 
. Exercise of Step Classification vo~/ml/kg 

0 - 3 4-6 inches Very Poor 12.61 

4 - 5 7-8 inches Poor l9o0l 

6 - 7 9 .. 10 inches Fair 25008 

8 - 9 11-12 inches Good 31000 

10 - 11 13-14 inches Excellent 34.00 

12 - Above 15-Above Superior 37.00 

One additional way the heart rates might be recorded is by the use 

of a small diaphragm microphone, attached to the subject's chest, connectep 

to a tape recorder. By this means the instructor might have a taped record 

of the heart rate of the subject. To know when to terminate the test, 

flashes of the electric eye found on many tape recorders could be counted 

per minute to make sure the test remained sub-maximal. 

When aerobic resynthesis of energy stores cannot keep pace with 

their utilization in skeletal muscle, energy needs are met for short 

periods by anaerobic glycolysis and an oxygen debt is incurred. This 

study was a sub-maximal test. Some of the subjects were permitted to go 

a minute or two past the crest-load to find if they developed very much 

oxygen debt. The oxygen debts incurred were minimal. The range was from 

.0324 ,to 1.4495 liters with a mean of .6295 liters. Some of the readings 

were so low there was almost no oxygen debt. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study has produced data that will give the physical educator in 

the field and the researcher in the laboratory additional information with 

which to measure the metabolic functional capacity of upper elementary 

boys. Chapter II (Review of Literature) pointed out a number of factors, 

in some detail which have been thought of as having need for additional 

research. With the metabolic data backing up the validation of this par~ 

ticular test it is assumed to be a valid test of endurance. 

The writer of this study has gained considerable insight in regard 

to the need for such a test in the field of physical educa.tiono There 

has been a need for a test with good physiological validity to measure 

endurance. The test itself was very interesting to the subjects tested. 

In fact this became somewhat of a problem during the testing procedure 

in that the subjects became so interested in what was done around them, 

they lost their concentration on the stepping height and cadence. This 

was the reason for much of the hyperventilation some of the boys experi= 

enced. With so much interest prevailing this test could be used as a 

motivational device throughout the course of the school year. 

Quotations raised earlier in this study expressed the need to have 

a valid test of endurance as well as an inexpensive oneo It may be in 

the future that a stepper of the type used in this test would be mass pro~ 

duced, thus cutting down on the cost of the steppec With some training 



in the use of a stethoscope and the taking of heart rates an instructor 

in the field could test a different student on the average_ of every ten 

minutes in class. With a total fitness testingprogram being followed 

through, this test of endurance could be one facet of a circuit testing 

program. 

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show ample data that the crest-load for these 

thirty subjects came within the seventh to ninth minute with the highest 

percentage falling at the eighth minute. With the retest being so close 

in relationship to the full testing procedures it is assumed that the 

taking of heart rates would be all that would be necessary for giving this 

test, The time element of how long it takes a subject to reach a heart 

rate of 44 to 45 for fifteen seconds would be an indication of the sub~ 

jects metabolic functional capacity, Also the height of the step before 

he reached the above heart rate would also be an indici:ttion of the bodies 

ability to re~balance to resting metabolism after termination of the ex~ 

ercise. The variable here would be the time factor of return to resting 

heart rate. 

On the basis of the data collected in this study the following con"' 

clusions were made: 

1. This test offers a valid measure pf functional metabolic capacity. 

2. This test procedure is reliable, 

3. As a field test, using length of time to reach cut=off point, 

only pulse rates need to be monitered. 

4. A pulse rate of 180 beats per min (45/15 sec) is recommended as 

the cut-off point for the age group of boys, 8=12. 

5. There wa,s very little oxygen debt incurred in performing this 



test. (Mean .6295 liters) 

6. Mean energy cost at crest load was 6.4 times resting rate or 

approximately 31 m./02/kg body weight. 

Recommendations 
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The following recommendations for using the Metabolic Functional 

Capacity Step Test as an instrument for the testing of endurance in the 

physical education classroom by an instructor of physical education can 

be made as a result of this study: 

1. It is necessary in most programs to have some type of screening 

device to evaluate the students physical fitness. The recommendation is 

made that this test be used for one facet of physical fitness, that of 

endurance. 

2. The test could be used as a motivational device for the students 

to better their scores through physical conditioning by improving their 

performance. 

3. After testing the students the scores should be compared with 

the table of norms to let the student know where he stands in comparison 

with the above or below average scores . 

4. By comparing the scores with those on the norm table the instruc

tor can ascertain if the student needs additional work on this phase of 

the total fitness program. 

5. The student should be encouraged to better their individual 

scores in competition with · themselves rather than with other individuals 

in the class. 

6. This type of ~es ting could be given at the beginning of a s emester 



to determine the improvement in individual scores and to evaluate the 

program. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

'4.7 

The following recommendations for further investigations of the 

Metabolic Functional Capacity Step Test as an instrument of testing for 

endurance in physical education are made as a result of; this study: 

1. a study should be made with more subjects taken by random sam

pling for comparison with this study. 

2. an investigation using the same procedures with two changes: 

a. The step stay a certain height, maybe 12 inches, and b. the speed of 

the metronome be changed every minute to speed up the subject as time is 

· increased, Correlate both studies to see if a motorized stepper is 

necessary. 

3. a similar study should be made with all test being taken, but in 

surroundings familiar to the subjects being tested. This may cut down 

on high anxiety before test procedure begins. 

4. an investigation identical in nature but in another geographical 

location to ascertain and compare standards of performance with the geo

graphic location of this study. 

5. a study using the same test should be made for girls of same 

age and grade level. Norms should be made available. 

6. an investigation should be made as to what relationship factors 

such as mental age, height; environ:\Uent, eating habits, etc. have to do 

with the metabolic functional capacity. 



7. validity and norms should be established in more depth using this 

test on high school age·students. 

8. correlate this study with another using a treadmill test that 

has been va.lidated for enp.urance testing. 
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When a mixture of gases is introduced into the chromatograph, it is 

swept through the two chromatographic columns by a continuous flow of 

helium carrier gas. All components of the gas-, sample except carbon diox~ 

ide, are swept quickly through several. separating columns. Each gas is 

detected and recorded on a chromatogram. Each gas can then be identified 

' 
by its position on the chromatogram, and its concentration determined 

from the peak height. The composite peak is of no analytical significance. 
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Subject Participating in Test 
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LABORATORY METABOLIC CALCULATION 

Subject: _________________ Date: ___________ _ 

Age: ______ somatotype No.: ______ ----'B.P. (nm. Hg.): _____ _ 

Htfght: _____ Weight: ____ . __ o.c. Temperature: _________ _ 

Surface Area: _______ c.orrect1on factor by Harvard line chart: _____ _ 

A. Sitting (non-basal) 

1. RQ" . ____ (from Harvard line chart) 

2. Ventilation/min ... ----..... ro--·"""'!fllll. (from Kymograph) 111 ___ x L332• ____ L./mfn. 

3. True o2 x ventilation~ 1~0 c L./m1n. of o2 

Corrected 02'• x ___ _: _____ L./mfn. o2 - Intake 

4. S.M.R. = x S* x 6° C 1 /H /S Sq. m. "' ··------- a • r. q.m. 

B. o2-Debt and Rate of o2-0ebt 

1. First bag of recovery gas: 

Ventilation/min.=_--.-,.,,__ __ mm (from Kymograph)x 1.332 .. ____ Liters/min. 
10 

True o2 x vent. 
)( 

100 " _______ Liters or ------'L./m1n. 

2. Second bag of recovery gas: 

Venti1ation/min.c ITl11 (from Kymograph) x 1.332 = Liters/min. 
-TIJ- ----' 

True o2 x vent. 
l~O • _____ Liters or _____ L./m1n. 

3. Third bag of recovery gas: 

Ventilation/min.=_-----'n111 (from Kymograph) x 1.332 = -----'Liters/min. 
10 

True o2 x vent. 
x 

100 = ____ Liters or _____ l./min. 

4. Gross o2-Debt .. ____ + ___ .. --~liters 

5. · Net o2-Debt z Gross - Sitting equivalent .. -------- Liters ---
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SAMPLB CALCUIATION FOR FOR EXERCISE PHASES OF TEST 
N1111e.~-------------Date. _________ ._.. ____ _ 

Exercise ____________ Speed. _______ __,Hefght. ___ _ 

Tfme. ______________ _ 

1. RQ • ______ (from Harvard 11ne chart) 

2. Ventilation/min. • 11111 • ------- x 1.332 • __ __,L./mfn. 
10 

Corr. factor x vent. 
Corrected ventflatfon • x. _____ • ____ ...:L./mfn. 

3. Gross o2-Intake • True o2 x ventilation • --1 .. ff-0-- • -----'L./mfn. 

4. E.M. R. • xsS* x 60 , ·---- C_al ./Hr./Sq.m. q. m. 
5. Intensity of Exercise • xK 3oo • ------ Cal./Hr./Kg. g. 

Exercise ____________ Speed. _______ ...;Hefght. ____ _ 

Time ______________ _ 

l •. RO" _______ (from Harvard line chart) 

2. Ventflation/min. • ______ __.;m • ----- x 1.332 • L./mfn . 
1o 

Corr. factor x vent. 
Corrected ventilation • ________ x _____ • L./min. 

3. Gross o2-Intake • True o2 x ventilation • --,:;;.,~0-- • ______ L./mfn. 

4. E.M.R. • x55• x 60 • Cal./Hr./Sq.m. 
q. m. -----~ 

5. Intensity of Exercise• Kx 300 • ______ Cal ./Hr./Kg. 
g. 

Exercfse ___________ Speed. _________ Height. _____ _ 

Time _______________ _____ 

1. RQ • ________ (frooi Harv111d line chart) 

2. Vent11at1on/m1n. • 11111 • ------ x 1.332 • L./llfn. 
1o 

Corr. factor x vent. 
Corrected ventilatlon • x. _____ • L./llfn. 

x 3. Gross o2-Intake • True o2 x ventilation • - ....... , 00-..-- • -----'L./11tn. 

4. E.M.R. • xSqS* x 60 .. ______ cal./Hr./Sq.m • 
• 11. 

5. Intensity of Exercise• X 300 • Cal ./Hr./Kg. Kg. _____ __; 
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Ht. of Step at Startg,_JL:, __ 

Name!, D. F. 

tlag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent I Vent1 T~, C02 I 02-1-~:~·, True .,- E.•i.R J 
--.---+-N;;;:'r~ ..... · ...,_D411a=,si.:t-+,---1,-.;;,Kvm=•-1--C.:o:::rr.::.•~...;Ra=te=+-V~. _ _ Oa _ . Si!iR : 

Raat 8%8 19 93 13 j2;$2 l~.~l 1.4· b:_. 75 I . J I 

o-,1 1 ~~1 30 136 16.08 28 ,5743 2.4 19.05 1.3 I 1.85 ~;:~~~6 -546 : 

_w _____ ~-~----n---·-·~---i~~'~·~J-----!-j-+-j---+-j-+j~~' 
2_'3 2 9~: 0 33 164 19.37 40 .4842 2.1 119.011.5 1.1~ lEs·gai1 !.114 

..._'3-l.t.....__.i---...,,9#8,: h"i--+--31-+-·-·.----+---·~-~- J I I I . I 
_,h·~ ... 5 __ J __ 10 .... t ... o,. ___ J_8 ___ 2 __ 20 ____ 25_._9_9 __ 1.i: __ o __ .6_4_98_2.81 J 10.s I 1,21 l 2,30 I 1~1tij§§0i,no i 

104/ 40 
5m6 70 
, _ 4 110/ 42 
.,_, /,69 

228 26.94 4o .613_5 3.21 16.9 1.6 I 2.91 220.1834 4.1~ 
i ,:;7 ~~~ 

I ! 
I 

11.1 .86 I J.31 
i 

9·10 ------~--~------~-----+~~-+~--11-----1-~--+~-+~--1--~-+.~---·-

_10-___ 11""-4~-f,--~--+~~-+~-~--~----~------1------1-----+----~~+>·~-
I 

... 11 ... -_12""'-l---t----+----+----+----i-----+-----i--+----t---+---·+=·--
12-11 """"" ....... ._..._ ...... __ -+--- ---· --+----+----+---+---+·--+---+---+--+-----! 
, , .. 11.t 

Heco 
0..1 

98/ 
hn 

Net~ 
Debt .~610 

I 

18 160 18.90 J6. ,5250 2.62 18. .86 3 

6,15 20 .3075 2.55 18,2( ,92 2,75 

26 56 6,62 24 .2158 2.45 I 1s.2 .86 2.eo 



Ht. of Step at St11rti __ 4_"_. 

~01'1.A Ctl.PA~l,X Ti:.::.i' 
Abdo111.nal_lj__;:iubscapular_1..,8.___,.. __ 
fe11wi __ ~,-'.ri-tcep.s Me&su.re 1.-2 .. 4 __ 
J~r l'r ~_].kQ__'J~~l Gap,icityi ___ _ 
d,.,:-., ' · -14~ , .... ,~ i 33 . 

S.A. 1.31 C.F •• 875 
·~ei.ghV 104 Type Test: step :.,ex, 1·l_L Jo'_ .tH!ei _ __,_9_ Height,,_ Ii• 7n 

mino .dac; Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 HQ True E.1-.& 
tiro Diast Kvm0 Corr. Rate V/L o ... S1·.R 

Rest ,,?lt.r. ?C: 71, ":11 ? 1., r,n I:. , l:.r! , I A L I 
Oa,l 1??/1:.r! 17 

1-2 ,,.nhn 1R 

2-3 1 11n/7<: 1., ?M 21. o:i, ":l/; /;l,7C: I? /;?l,o? I, .... , l:.r! ~ ~ 

'\.J, 2 110/7<:, 1,1 281.i ":l":I. 10 uh • 7C:?1 1 c: 1R I , ?C:I? 77 I~ ~ 

L.-r: r; 110/7<:, L:t', 272 '31.70 ho .7Q2t', 1.r;r; il7 .R , ,11 o:i.n, ~ rr 

c;-6 6 11017<: i.r; 2RJ, 1"1.10 16 .0101, ".\.,', i17 .R ~:, ~_b 
6-7 8 125/.70 46 304 35.43 36 .9842 3.61 17.Q ~ R 

7-8 9 120/70 49 344 40.09 48 .8352 3.5 18 1.2 2.76 I~ 9 -- -- .--

+-·-§.:2.., + :.i-10 +- ~1--
lO-,ll - .... i.._L __ ._ -·- ---
.u:g__ t--·--L ·----
12-n ~-- .M-...• ·~ 
11.,1. ·-
1a .. l5 ±--- --t,..,,,----
15-16 

lb,,.17 +-· 17-18 - - -Hec o 
0-l ,n 1?C:/7o "IQ 2nl, ~"1 •. 1.7 12 • 71,?R 1 .1R JR f, , ~~ ? ,n . 
0-2 ,, ,,c:17n 1/; ??I, ,.,:; ,, "16 .• 72C:"1 2.72 ?1.? 

0-3 1? 11n/7n ":l/; 1Rn ?R I I ~J 
o.1, 

liet o2 
Debt 

.3.790 
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,.18 

S9 

.9() 

.22 

.42 

.16 



WO&\ CAPA~h): T~'L' 

Name~ BS 

Abdo1,,.i.nal 3 ;;;ubscapul.ir ___ .....--
re:npi __ ----2.2 _ _'.trtceps Measure,_....2..-
:.lar P,:,J~ Ht.al Capacity& 112 
tt<J:> 1 ~·~ __ ws,..,..3...t=2-----· 

39.8 CF-.864 

Ht. of Step at Starti__..4="--

Agea_9.___ Height&_ 411011 .ie1.ght1 ___ 87.,.t ___ Type Test~ Step ~ex, •·1...L r' __ 

m1n~ ~ag Syst/ Pulse Vent ~ent Vent, Tidal C02 I 02 RQ True EL'i.R 
HPA . D4••+ IC,-o Corr. Ra.ta VIL f\- fu•Ji 

Rut a.o~~. eo 53. .0951 17 .0056 ~.3 19.4 1.5 1.56 22.29 

0-1 tl.l~,n 30 

1-2 
110/75 31 I 1 I I 

1 110/ 32 136 15.66 28 .5593 2.65 19.3 1.7 1.55 ~~ 2-3 ho 

'\.I, 12% 34 

i...c; 2 12;;0 36 164 18.87 32 .5897 2.95 18.7 1.45 1.40 ~ 
c;-6 l~;n 36 

"-7 3 l~,n 31 176 20.25 28 .7232 3.1 I 19.3 2.15 1.40 ~ 
7-8 130/,0 40 

·- · 
8-9 4 u~o 43 240 27.62 36 • 7672 3.4 18.2 1.33 2.55 ~ 
.j.lQ 5 12~;0 45 2eo 32.23 36 .8953 3.5 18.2 1.36 2.55 ~ 
10-11 6 13~, 6C: 50 268 )0.84 36. .8567 3.4 18.5 1.55 2.lCJ ~ 
11-12 ·-·-·-
12-,~ . 

1'-,11, 

lL.-lC: 

1c;.,1, =l 
1'-l.7 

17-18 
Hee. 
0-l 7 12~{r: 31 144 76.51 28 .5918 2.95 21.2 1.83 2.16 

0-2 8 ll~n 26 128 l.4.73 28 .5261 2.6 17.9 1.n 1.94 

0-3 9 10~ 26 116 13.35 28 .4768 2.2 18.4 1.6 1.eo 

o-L. 
15 ~ 

-~· 

Net~ .7889 
Debt '. 

i 
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4.08 

2.98 

7.41 

8.64 

1.10 



Nare t __ _ _.i._x.__ -·-··H 

· Net 02 042 
Debt 

59 
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· WORK CAPAClXl f.1.!i,ST 
· Abdominal,__ __ ..,.Subscapular. ____ _ 

Temp& Triceps Measures 
Bar Pr, Vital Capacity& ---

2ni Teet 

Ht. ot Step at Start.& h • 
Namei A. Pe 

ROS& . IDSs. ________ _ 

.il.ize: ___ Height•.,....-· ___ _ Weight& ____ Xype Testa ______ . Sex• M_ F_ 

min .. aag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent Tidal co2 02 11.Q . True EMR 
11 ..... D:C .. st. K""'o Corro Bate VIL o .. &,JR 

1 .. s1:, ll.2/63 ·.:28 

n..1 'JD7/67 ·. 33 

1-2 12S/68 . 34 

2--:t 127/69 .. 36 

,:i_J, 12.9/70 .36 ,., ...... ~ 

1,-.C: 134/70. 38 

;-6 136/70 41 

6-7 139/70 42 

'7.Jl' lho/70 ··. 42 

A..o 1'36/70 43 

9-10 l3S/7o 44 
,n...,, 134/70 46. 

' ,,_,., 
1l) .. 1-:\ 

,-:i.,1. 
,1 •• 1i:; 

,c..16 

16,.,11 .. 

11-18 
Hee. 

,1V68 0-1 

0-2 YJ/fx, 

0-':\ 126/62 

n..l, 

Met~ 
Debt 



Hto of Step at Start,. 

Names, M. F. 

Heighti_4, an 

m1n~ dag Syst/ Pulse 
.Nro DiaRt 

Rest ,nl,#,R .,., 
0-1 1nr:.!?n -:iA 

1-" 1 1,n}?n l.n 

2-l 1,c:!?n~ ":10 

1-1, ? ,1r:./7S:: 1.1. 

J,_r: ·,. 11A .7r: ,.i:: 

li-6 r: ,,,,,Rn l,A 

l,_7 " 110/Rci i::o 

7°8 

8-9 

9-10 

10-ll 

U-12 

l2ol3 --... 
1'1.1J, 

11,.11i 

,r:._ ,,.. 

J.6..17 

17-18 
"8Co 
0-1 7. ,,r:..7n vi 

0-2 A ,,.,17i:: vi 

0-1 0 ,na./7r:. ?O 

o.J, 

let Ci 
Debt .160. 

- ·-·· ....... " .. -;;--·- ...... ·····--~· 

Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 HQ True 
X•-o C01To Bate VIL n_ 

rt.;{ 1A ., ,.,,, ,A ., 1 I.L "n, 

I I 
,Al. .,, 71. l,n I r:.1.1.n ? .,., ,a ~ 1 ... a .., ,.,. 

10? ??.71 ":I? . ?no7 ":I"" '111 I • , "'· ., l,n 

1<>6 2-:i.15c ':16 .61,l,Q -:i.02 ,o -:i ? nr:. , ·1.r:. 

221, 2'-.C:O l,n -6'-2C: ":I. ":I ,a , , .?, ?.7n 

21,1. 2A.86 1,1, .6r:.r:.o ":I ":12 ,5. , , .. ? A'l 

. •.. 

1nl, 12.'10 2'1 .r:12i:: 2.8 18.1 1-2 2-20 

72 5.r:2 2'1 • -:ir:.r:.o 2.'I 10 , • ":I. l.7C: 

72 8 r:.,6 ?O .• 1i2r:8 2.lc l"' I 1- ":I~ , ;{I, 

. ... , .... -... . .-....-..... - ....... - ...... ~--,A..,.-...... --........ ....... ----i'----- . ~-

Ei-l.R 
s..-ia 

I 
~· 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

I 

61 

I. 

,sil 
! 

4.091 

2.s3l 
S.381 
6.11. 

i 
i 



min, 

Re11t 

0-,l 

1- 2 

2-1 

1-t. 

li-5 

5.,6 

f..-7 

7- 8 

8-9 

Y-10 

10-ll 

ll-12 

12-13 

11-lli 

JJcl2... 
l',- 16 

16- 17 

17-18 
Hec o 
0-1 

0-2 

0-3 

0-h 

Net o2 
Debt 

Dai; . Syst / Pulse- vent r:~~~-1 Vent, .. ~~~:~r C,J~ ~ ~rue 1 &•lli I 
tir. Diaet ~ o Con. Rat.e v IL __ L Oa ::.,·Jt 

oAl~o ... «±3" __ 1,.1 b. h,, b.,. I I 
,,n/iC.tl 12 _ .. I ___ J__l_J_ l I I 
,,1 Jf,r:, 11 ___ L ____ _J__LL_L __ .l_.l __ _J 

] ,,c/7n 11 "'·-~~1,.6,_kL/,.,, I~ J 
,,cJ7o 'Ir:, ~ - I- L __ I J_ .l I . ~018 I 

2 1112110 19 18~---- g,_w,_-!Jik __ J~iQ.9.LftL-1u.J.l.Jll1.<1S I~ J 
', j r t I r /lh1.n 111W.Q....t.l&..- 22k,,_ 'A~ Ji.8... _ _;.t.W29 .. L -L . .l--~ .. 6 l.L..J.2 .. ,,, I~ ~ 

I I 158.26 
6 1,,nhQ.......,.. • .l..4-. ,.l\2!L....J l.l-.2.§.. ,!i~--~Lb .1..L~...l...ll.l2.ho~-lk_- ~ 

' 7 ~ i I I I I 1151.3> 11,016., ..u§... __ 208 ___ k·llY... 11.4 ___ h s.ss4.._.p,_1_ .ll.e~--i..J6.2...2S.. .• J~ 1, 

8 I ~ f I J~o.~ 11n/6r, '17 2'>6 ·- Q.~9JL~.i?..._.57e2 13,le A l,c 1 .'If.. ? 1n3PJ'f • 

--r-·+·+-+--i-------J-t-· ·-- ----···1-----+--l----t-- . +-·--- . -- ----1--r--+-t-t-+--r-=t------ - -~]----+--- ---t-- - -T -- . * 

~·-!- ---+-+-I ----1------~· 
·-~----t----L-.- --·j=r-·-·-¥ -- --- ---·-- u- . 

- a·-i----t<---• --
9 120/65 26 108 12.68 3J .3962 1 2.65 (19.? l.5t 1.70 --

10 110/6', 26 6o 1.049 28 .2,18 . I 2 .• 1 ,19.6 1.4 1.,0 

11 10'3/6" 27 64 28 I 1.,1 20.7 ! I 
I 

~OS4 

62 

2 • .3] 

;84 

• .30 

.17 

.18 



Ht.; of Step at Start,,_..4...-.-_ 

Name! B. H. 

a2e: 10 Height,,_ 41 8" 

-· 
JDinG l:lag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 RQ True F.1'1R 

Hro Dia st KVMo Corro Rate VIL o~ &•lR 

R••t ,nl, t~R 1A ~ ?n ? 0 ,n n , L~ , "" . 

0-l ,nr:.u.r:. ?O 

1~2 ,,nhc: 10 -=-J I I I I I I 
2-'3 , ,,c:/7c: 1? 1RR 22-2Q '.t? 1.6,2~ ., nr! ,o " 1 .C.r , ~.o ~· 

'3-h ,?C:/7n 1C: 
108.425 

h-5 2, 12c:/7o 17 220 26-08 16 .721,J, 1.C: 1R_o , Oc ,_on ?n.?7 

5..6 12c: /7n 1A I __ l_ 
.J 

6,.7 h 110170 J,11 1 1., 1A_n I 1125.33~ I 'IQ 268 ~1.77 .7220 , ?'i _g..6.Q._ 204.i 

7-8 I 11C:/6C: ,., 'M I t---·------ ·-·-- l -- -170.2 

li ! c: 110/6C: hC: 320 -'~* Vl 18.1 1.,:µ_&i 20 2 

~.~ 
· t · 182.220 I 

i-10 12r:;/6r:; h9 332 l2!.l§.. l2._ .• 1;:~ 3,711,.0 1.~20,2LJ 

10~11 I ·' 
I I .. 

I .. --~··r·.,-·--t-~- ----r·-··-· ---
11-12 L 
-, ! i =---"1~ ! t=--··-- '--··--~--
1£:l.l I •····. -·- -- ----+-·--r-.. 1 -r·--*- -- .. -·-l.--t~~--·T--- t- -- I ·=··= \.,..,.,.,~-

-1=-+-tl ·-- "-'._......,_-

. -·-~-.+---·- . !SeJ.6__. =~...- +-···--·'"?° 
16--11 I ~ I ' . ··-· --~-+- =· 

11 .. 18 ! -4----- ~-+---+--~-I 
.Kee o 

115/7'5 l.J 0-1 7 -3.g--t~-2E..-.!i.L .... 28 -t ~79~.3.1 18.1 ~ 2.7'5 
&,.,... •.• -8 

0-2 9 110170 19 68 , 16.12 •. ~_l .B.9'56 3.1 18.3 1.13 2.50 _ _,, 

I 10_ 
' l I ' J 

0-3 1 110/70 20 76 9.9.__ · 16 I s2.2.D ___ g,_~Br;! 18.4 1.11 2._4z ~----·-

0-h i-t H-i I Net o2 .3821 
Debt -

63 

2.6o 

6.18 

8.40 

8.99 



Ht. or Step at Starts g• 
Nama! B. I. 

A2e: 10 Height I .9_1 2.• 

min. !:lag Syat/ Pulse 
Hr. Dis.st 

~st 95/65 68 

0-,l 95/65 24 

1- 2 lD5/ffJ 28 

2- 3 2 llD/ffJ 32 

'\.oh 12.0/ffJ ~ 

h-5 '3 l ':\'1/(jJ '32 

5..6 1-:iC:/f,n 'r1 

6-7 Ii ,1.n/6~ w 

7-8 ~ 1~,6~ 39 

8-9 6 l~/65 uu 
9-10 7 l ':\'1/(jJ u6 

1()..11 

]k,_12 

12=1'3 -~ --
13~~ --, 
1J10JS 

15- 16 

16~17 

17-18 
Hee. 
0-1 8 115/ffJ 29 

0-2 9 uo/65 28 

0-l 10 110/65 28 

0-h 

Net~ 
Debt .039 

WORA CAPA\;ll'X T~T 
Abdominal ~ Subscapular 6 

4 Temp: 21 Triceps Measure• 
Bar Pra 7~ Vital Capacity1 120 
RGSI ws, 

-~3 SA i.14 C.F. 
weight: 7J lbs. Type Tests Step Sex& li_L F 

-
11ent Vent Vent1 Tidal co2 02 RQ True F,HR 
KY1110 Corr. Rate VIL o .. SrlR 

149 27 1.65 19.9 1.15 1.35 

I I I J 
112 13.17 24 .5488 1.65 1919 1.15 1.35 R[ 

-~- I I 
99.~ l lBh 21.6'3 Lh .l.916 2.83 19. 1.62 1.75 li2.2~ 

lhl5.21 
20h 27.17 l,n .6792 2.8~ 18.01 1.22 2.~ Oi!.ih 

191.89 
201' 23.99 uO .5998 3.~ 17.8 1.1~ "I.Oh oz.2Ji 

2)).9, 
2© 3>.58 52 .5881 3.0 18. 1.03 2.87 o.:.2J1 

272 31..99 52 - ~2 2.92 18.1 1.03 2.80 
21.1 

.21i 

-

140 16.47 32 .5147 2.36 19.0 1.)) 1.84 

Bo 9.41 l6 .588 2.13 19.2 1.17 1.!b 

1140 16.1'7 21' .686~ 1.89 19.9 l.h 1.20 

---

64 

7549 

1.ffJ 

2.33 

3.08 
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WOU CAPACll'Y T~T 
Abdomina1 9 Subacapular._....,;9r.........,.-
Temps · 23 Tr:l.cepe Measure• 5,5 
Bar Prs. 70L1 Vital Capacity& 156 

Bams __ _..a,..,_.w..,,_____ ROS1 li:_ LOS1 37 

Ht. of Step at Start, J.n 

. s~. 1.lh c.F"' .882 
h1 4" we1.ght&__.7i.:,2 __ Type 'testa step i,axa ll_!.. F_ 

min .. ~-g Syst/ Pulse 'Vent Vent Ven-ti Tidal C02 02 ·~ True EiolR 
·· 11r. ll4aat x.-o . Co-~ Bat• VIL n.. SMR 

last 94/62 17 ]52 .0870 16 .0054 2.8$ 18.8 1.45 1.9'5 
UJ.0.::.1. 

n..1 90/60 26 2.7 18.7 1.29 2.10 ~ 
,_!) 98/6'5 30 

2·) l 10'5/7'5 30 160 18.80 32 .'587'5 2.9 18.4 1.17 2.4'5 ,f.fi 
~. 110/7'5 31 

,,_( 2 11'5/70 3'5 148 17.38 44 .39'50 3~12 1.7.el .• 77 4.0 
.:,v,o.»1 

""'ff:8Jo 13.~ 

l'i-6 ·1]5/70 37 

6-7 11'5/70 39 

7-8 10'5/70 39 
,u,o.LV 

_8..Q 6 10'5/70 42 236 27.73 '52 .'5333 2.91 17.0! .7 4.14 22.t,9 

9·'10 7 10'5/6'5 40 220 2'5.84 44 .'5873 2.81 18.6 1.29 2.19 ~ 

J.o-11 

11-12 

l~-H 

13.,1. 

11. .. ,i: 

1(.16 

,1,,.,,., 
17.1A 
lleCa 
0-1 R 120/ 70 21 60 7.049 20 .3524 2.'51 18.5 1.0: 2.40 

~ Q 11n/ 6C 20 68 7.Q89 32 .2496 2.4 18.2 .85 2.ao 

0..1 ,n 'lnA,/6( ]Q 60 1.01,0 20 .~'524 2.5 18.8 1.2· 2.0 

a.J. 

~~ 1.h49S 
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WOlU CAPAClfl TbiS1' 

Ht. ot Step at Starti. __ 4• __ 
Abdomim1 10 Subscapular._...:9;.....-.,,.,-
Tempa 20 Triceps .Measure• 9 ::,~: I ~~ Capacity& 4r}J!J 
SA -rJi'.B c.r • • 69'1 

Names ___ n_. _D_. ----

Weight: .129 lbs. Type Test• . ..:i.stee~-- Sex: U F_ 

min .. Bag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Yent1 Tidal 002 02 ~ . True EMR 
Nr.- DiA...+; K.,,.,,.o Corr~ .Rate VIL On SMi 

.R-t no/68 · :.26 188 19.% 1.9S 18.6 .81. 2.bO 

(),..). 110/68 34 ,36. 

1-2 118/7o 38 

2·3 2 122/70 4o . ~8 20.07 4o .• SQ18 2.35 18.2 .83 2.&> 
113.92 

,_,, 11'>1,hn 1,-:i 

.It.~ ,:i 122ho 1,8 208 21,.86 (2 .l,781 2.0 17.( -&> '2 r!6 179.19 

5-6 

6..7 

7-8 

8..0 

9-10 

].()all 

11-12 

1!>-1 'ii 

13-11, 

l),.,]( 

11.,.1.t. 
.. 

11.-..1'7 

17-18 
A&Co 
0-l I, ,,~.ho ':16 88 10-~( 28 ~(I 2.6 17.7 .76 o:i. -:i8 

n..!> c I, '>')/&.A. 'il'il· RR ,n r!,r! 28 - ~C:t 2 .i:.o 17.li .76 ,i c:n 

0-3 I, :1-M. /&.A '111 l.:n 0. ,&.. .. 21, '2ll<>r 
2 '·" 17.ll .7( '2 '>0 

n..l, 

Bet~ 
Debt .19'1' '(1 

.. 



WOJU CA.PACl"J:I .T.i:.ST 

Height' i;s 

Abdominal 1 n Subacapular _ __.9-'!'" __ 
Tempi 21 Tricepa Meaa.urea......,r>.__ 
~~~

1
.Pra_..._740 .. o ____ Vital Capacity& . lJ) 

~ 2Q ws, 4, 
390 5 SA-l.27 CF. 850 

lllleight& A7 Type Testa c:+ .. p 'Seii 1'f.L F 

Ht. of Step at Start•-1•-• --

Namaa B. H. 

-l, I B• 

min. ~ag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 HQ True EHR 
N.,. D-1a..11t. Kvm 0 Corr~ Rat .. V/L n.. Sr!R 

Rast . 10;~8 18 (JJ 20 2.9 19.0 1.69 1.10 

0-.l 10%i; 29 

1-2 ll~~c; 30 

l 11' ~~ 32 188 22.29 2-3 32 .6966 2.95 18.9 1.65 1.79 ~ 
'4-h 

125/ 
35 70 ' 

2 12~b 37 220 26.08 36. • 7244 3.5 18.7 1.85 1.90 
1ot1.u2s 

L.-5 ~.,u 
5-6 12%0 38 

6-7 4 lJOho 39 268 31.77 44 .7220 3.41 18.0 1.21 2.00 
125.339 
20.27 

7-8 13%~ ·· 41 

5 13% 45 320 37.93 56 .6773 3.51 18.1 1.31 2.65 
110.2uu 

6-9 65 :.!UL[ 

6 12% 49 332 39.36 52 .7569 2.85 
182.220 

9-10 65 3.71 17.9 1.3 20.il: I 

10-ll 

11-12 

12-13 

11-1h 

11,-15 

1i;.,1. 

16-.17 

17-18 
Rec. 

7 f%i; 22 88 10.43 n.1 28 • 7911 3.1 18.l 1.12 2.75 

0-2 9 u~~o 19 136 16.12 18 .8956 3.1 18.3 1.13 2.,0 

0-1 :i.o u~~o 20 76 9.0 16 .5625 2.85 18.4 1.16 2.42 

n.J, ~ 118.86 
rw_., 

Ket~ 
Debt 

67 

2.(0 

6.18 

8.Jjo 

B.99 

I' 
! I 



68 

Net o2 
Debt .652 
~~------~~+-____.i_;_ __ _l.~--,1----f~~----+~-L-~...._~-'-~~~ 



Ht. of Step at . St.irt ; ___ ~ - -· 

Name s. D, P, . 

Height,, _k • ...... 6• __ 

mino rlag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent 
Nro · Disst Kvm0 Corr. 

Ro•t l ~8/68 20 ~':\ ~.us 

O,..l 2 lOu/68 34 

1-2 3 tuo/7o 38 132 15.37 

2-3 4 112 _o 39 

'3-li llB/70 41 164 19.09 

u-5 5 122/70 43 -· 
5-6 6 122/70 43 156 18.16 

6-7 7 120/70 48 240 27.94 

7-8 8 U8/70 _44 2!0 J3_liC) 

~ 

Y•lO 

~ 12 

12~u L_ -- ·-·- . .,_ -
lJ.:..lu 

~ 

~--· I 16--17 

17-18 
Hec o 
.0-1 9 128/68 29 72 8.382 

0-2 10 110/68 27 68 7.916 

0-'3 11 104/68 22 52 6.0536 

o.J.. 

Ht;!t ~ 
Debt 

.al,• 7 i 

-
C02 I Vent, Tidal 02 

Rate VIL 

"I':\ .0032 2.11119.3 

• 
28 I .5489 2.5 19.'3 

.;.I., I 
I 1s.6 32 

36 .i,o44 3.l.~ 18.0 

·.6985b.4o 40 18.2 

.815013 • .32 40 18.2 -i= ____ ,.. ___ L_ 
__ L 

20 .4191 2.5 19.0 

20 .3958 2.3 19.4 

20 .J:)21 I 

RQ True Ei'i!i 
o., Si.•i.It 

1.:..r;~ 1.1 21.r;e 

1.~.5~ 
I 02.00 
: ~7.~B ] 

I _J I I 
1~3d 2.15 

I :WB:l>4 1 ' 27 1~8 

l . 
1.~ 2.79 . ., 

I J.i .~ 
1.3li 2.55 • I 

1.28 I 2.s5 
21 ,. r1& 

Z1. ,o 

- _J ~ 
~ 

I 

1.4 l.Bo --
1.4, 1.()() 

J 

69 

.916 

.8ji 

.797 

.931 
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2nd Test WORK CAPACI'r¥ T.l!ST 
AbdomiDal,__ __ .... Subscapul.ar ____ _ 
Temp, Triceps Measure& __ _ 
Bar Pr& Vital Capacity& 
RGSa LGSa ~---

Ht. of Step at Start.&__.;4.;..• __ 

Names D. Pe 

Ji.ge: ___ Height& Weight•---- Type Test: _____ Sex: M_ F_ 

min .. !:lag &,-st/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 RQ . True EMR 
<Nr. D~aat · K""'o Corr. Rats VIL OA Sl'IR 

Rest '1'l /67 19 

O,,,l llOS/68 3!> 

1 .. 2 W9/70 38 

2-1 113/70 39 

-:i.J, ~19/70 42 

L. .. i, J23/70. 42 

i,-6 122/70 43 

6-7 ll.9/70 47 

7-8 ll.7/70 4!3 

5 .. g 

9·10 

10= ,, 

ll-l2 

12~11 

11 ... ,,. 

,1.~,i:: 
1(.,t. 

].6 .... 17 

17-18 
Reco . US/69 0-1 

n..2 ll3/67 .. 

0-1 ll.o8/66 

n..l, 

Rn~ 
Debt I 



Ht.. of Step at Start&.__,,h._• __ 

Hamai 1, J. 

WORK C&PAC!U TbiST 

Abd~Subacapular 2 
Temp,. Triceps Measure• 7 · 
Bar Pra. · Vital Capacity, __ ioo __ _ 
RGS& · LGSI 32 . 
CF • SA i.~i 

Weight& S6 lbs. 'lype 'lest& step Sex& M_ F_ 

min .. Bag %st/ Pulse lent Vent Vent; 'lidal 002 02 1f.Q . 'lrue EMR 
)Ip. . D:., .. ,-li 11'·-. Co ...... .Rate VIL o ... SMR 

ll••t ~,~:<. · .21 111.1 ~ 2.2 18.6 .92 2.34 92.68 

O,..l l,oo/~ .~. 96 

J.-2 100/qi . 29 ]DO 

2,..1 1 1M/q,. 29 U6 11.s9 28 .• 48S6 1.6S 18.S .6S 2.S6 92·.68• 

1..1, no/rn '!!!') 172 
T "•""" 

h,.i; 2 10r;/iro J) 160 18.7.S 36 .s209 2.3 11.s .6 3.74 t12.oo 

i;-6 'ln~/r;r; 1~ 192 

6-7 r; 10r;/r;r; ":IA 200 23.44 36 .6S].2 2~6S 17.1 .62 ti.is n'>~92r; 
m -M 

7-8 J:.. I 'In<' I<'<' ~ ., ,,.., 22 M 1,1, _r::,,1, 2.1i: J.7. .64 4.24 
216.,S78 

-0'.1 -w 

8·9 ., inn /r:.r:. ~ 272 31.88 C:6 .56Q~ 2.r:.r:. 17.1 .6o 4.19 
111.1899 
~· -w 

9.10 

].()a,11 

11-12 

ll> .. 1 't 

11.,1. 

,,._,r:. 

,c_,1. 
,r .... ,., 

17-18 
tcec. 
0-1 ·ft"\/ .. ~ ... ,. ,na 28 12.6 2.1s 17.1 .ss 3.76 

o-2 A<'/m ...,· ~ 2h ll-2 1.8c: 1-z.1 .r:.r:. 1.1.r:. 

0-3 A,:'/,:',:' 21 1n8 32 12.6 i.6 19. .1.s 2.os 

o.J, 

Ket~ 
Debt 

71 

.00 

2.49 

2.ss 

3.S-1 



NamE·' ·--·~' ·----·--... 

17-18 

.z. l,n 

.. ----------+-- '->• 
Hec o I 
... O-.... l,__-t-....._7+-=l=l.,..Oh'"'"""~+--l..,_l-+' _.9""'2·--+='1:;:;.0::..:•~"'"-hi,-;:::24,._+·.Ju92 2. l~ 1R .C: .97 

0-2 B inC:/7o 2R 76 8. 71 2h .1629 l RC: 1 o 

__ o-_.J _____ Q _ lOC,/70 ll 72 8.26 2h • "11,1,2 J..~1-.. ,ou.-i-a,o~,f---'i'.--+--~ 

o..L 

Net 02 .266 
.Debt l 

72 
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WORA C&PAi;l,: :r'. t.c.i:.•1· 
Abdominal 4 Subacapul.ar. _ __..6 __ _ 

Ht. of Step at Starts 4 • rempi 12 '! riceps Measure• u 
Bar Prl 14,1 =VU.al Capacity, JJQ 

Hamel~~--J~.D...._, __ ~ di.is a 35 ws, _______ _ 

s~. 1.24 c.F • • 915 
h, a• llle1.ghtl 86 Type Teat• st1p &ex& •'1.L 1''_ Heigh.ti_ 

m1n~ ~.g Syat/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 .RQ True .El-lR 
th•. Du.at .11:vmo Corrn Rat.a VIL (}.,. Sl'lR 

•···· Ar,, .... -:1'7 , ').( -:in '" ~ ..,,.. . .... Ac:' 11 c:'c:' 

0-1 115/65 28 '36 1.2.; 20.8 .BC: .7n 

1-2 l 120/65 30 144 17.5'4 h.L. .1986 1.8 ?L? .oc: .R7 ~ 1.17 

2-3 130/65 33 h.L. 2.2c: 10.I, 1.1C: .7n 

1-1, 2 130/65 33 196 23.89 36 .6636 2.1c: lQ., , .. 'II, .7C: ~ 1.37 

h-li 135/ 60 36 40 - 2.3 10.1 l.1C: .71 

li-6 3 135/60 40 308 37.5'4 24.2 .5642 1.7 19.h .97 .Re:' ~ 2.29 

6-7 135/65 38 36 2..1 18. 8 1.h oc:' 

7-8 4 135/65 41 256 31.20 40 .7~ 2.65 18.'1 1.6 I 2. ,.0 ~ ·~ 
20 i.-"111 

8-0 5 140/65 48 276 33.64 40 .8410 2.6 18.4 1.oi; 2.i;o 11 i:;i:; 

Y•lO 6 140/65 48 288 35.lO 32 l.0~9 2.59 18.4 1.01 2.50 ~g 
10-11 

11-12 ··-·· ~ . ·-
12-H ·-- .. 

l'\- lh -- --
1J.. 1C: ·-
lli- 16 - ·--· 
J.6-,)._7 

17-18 
.Hec o 
0-1 

0-? 

0-1 ·-
O-h 

Net~ 
Debt, : i 
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Names. ___ __.P._.L.Z ... J::...1._ •. ---·· 

Height,s --~---

2 122170 

12hho 

-~ 127170 

128/60 

h 112/70 2.8 

~ 128/70 

-·-...---+-, ----+---~,--- ·-·--·· - -· ----- ~ -·- ·-. -. -·Q 
16..,11 I 
11 .. 18 ,---· .... -- •Po' ,___ -.-,.....i..--L-,·---..!-.----··-
..... l(ec-=o~·---.-----1--~-----~ ---- '"---+---- ---=-·-·= 
_o.._1..._-+~6~~-1=2~0~1/6~8~-~314:b-+-~16~4;--i~l~9~·~-~~3_2_~~·~6_07~5-+-2_.~75~~~7~·~8-:..8~5~.J-•_21..+,~~·-·~ 

... o..""'2 ___ ..,. ____ 7-1=16...,i/~168--2~8 - ~-..::1;;;;;04=......=l;;.,2•:.,:3~3-&-.;;.;28:..,_,,_,.4404 2.48 17 .l .65 3~·~80;.,.i..._, 

..... Oa..,3--··-+-""',oo='-,/6:,:.i7 ...... ,_:.28:,._..,;l....::;12~8:.......~l5:;.;:•:;;;17,:.-1,._;2;:4:,--i_:.~2J -~-....i.. _ _,_I __ .,__= 
o-1i I 
Net o2 
Debt, ~482~ 

I 

I 
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WO& CAl'A~l.-:! Tllb'J: 

II·-• . J.W • ~-------....... -----~-
Abdolll.i.nal 2$ ~ub,capular 2Q 
fePlp& _2t..._'!ricepa He111ure•-2w2..__ 
dar l'r& $2 Vital Capacityl._....Jl ..... iO--
au:; I (( ~ ·-~S;a.S _....., __ _ 

S6.8 & 1.52 er •• 879 
ollel.ght.l US fypeTe1t.1 Step ~· tf...L Jo'_ 

Ht.. bf Step at Start& I,.• 

111n. dag Sy,t/ Pulae Vent Vent Venti Tidal co2 02 aQ Tru. &Ill 
l,jp.· D4•••· ,-. Co- flat.A VIL 0... Sl'ill 

I•••· 
108/ 

ilJ, 21 111 .4885 24 .0204 2.11 17.4 .1 3.76 

n.., o~~ 24 

l IL1'}.1,1 31 l&> 21.08 32 .6588 3.1 16.45 .63 4.85 201·. 79 
1.2 u•" .093 

· 130 33 2.1 770 

'-'· 2 11.28/ 38 228 26.70 32 .8341! 3.2s 16 I .6 S.37 282.99 
ho u• •• ' .93S 

12~ I 40 ,._ .. '7n 

5-6 3 l)Qho 42 2$6 29.91 40 • 7492 J.S is.es .62 S.Sl ~ 
1132/ ' 

~3 ~7 la /7n 46 276 32.31 44 • 7343 3.S 16 .6S S.32 

s 12~ I 46 316 37.00 S6 .6(:IJ7 j3.2S 16.6 .69 la.62 337.38 3 7-8 J 70 .,,,, ., ·- ---~-·-
8..9 

~-10 -
10-11 . 
11.12 .•. 
12.11 

. - -· 
1'-11, 

lJ,.11, 

1<..11. -
tt.-..17 

11.18 
Hee. 6 120/ 31 212 24.82 36 .6894 2.65 11.la .1 3. 76 0-1 ILD . 
n..2 7 120/ 29 216 26.29 36 .7025 '"' 
0-1 8 l1q{o 2$ 128 1.h.99 24 .6246 2.2 17.61 .61 J.S5 

o.l. 
12, ~ 

llet Oi 
Debt. 

'8788 
I 
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WOi.11. QIUIACl'.l:X r~T 
Abdominals 8 Subaca.pular . $ 

Bto ot Step at Starts .l,i," Temp a 2l Triceps Measure& 8 
Bar Ira I3fl Vital Capaciw• ]36 

ll1111BS Iii RI RGS& l1C LGSa ~l 
S.A. 1.20 C.F. • 77 

.li.ize1 ]] Height I h• 211 weJ.Cht• 22 Type Testa Stap .. Su:1 M.L F_ 

min. 8ag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Ventj T1c:lal co2 02 BQ Tl'IUI EHR 
N•- ™-•11+. K'.,nna c-~ Bate VIL n- SMR 

last . Q0/6,:, 20 68 .2,:,10 17 .ol.48 2.7 17.81 .8i: -:i.16 

0-1 Q0/70 '30 

1-2 100/70 '3'3 

2-3 1 100/70 33 156 18.22 28 .6507 2.'3 18.4 .9 2.56 ~. 

":i-1, 100/70 33 
' 
~ 1i.r; 2 100/70 36 152 20.25 24 .8438 2.6 17.6 .74 3.50 

&::-6 105/70 40 
-,,-,, . .... 

6-? 3 105/70 40 200 23.36 20 1.1680 2.55 17.4 .66 3.80 02. 

7-8 4 105/70 42 260 30.37 28 · 1.0846 .2.69 17.4 .71 3.75 y,. . ) 
8..o 5 100/ 71 45 264 30.84 40 .7710 3.1 17.5 .88 3.50 

y.) 
• 7 ~ 

·9-10 

10-11 

ll-1? 

12 .. ,~ 

1,.,1. 

11 ... 1i: 

1i:..11. 

,~,., 
17.1A 
118Co 

6 110/65 28 lJ6 3.27 28 .1168 2.78 17.! .9 3.08 0-l 

n.? 7 96/65 25 ll2 3.27 28 .ll68 2.4 18.l 1.0 2.30 

0..':I 9 90/6'5 2'5 116 2~81 24 .ll.71 1.9,; 19. 1.0 1.9'5 

o..J, 

Bet~ 
Debt 



Hto of Step at Starts I,• 

Hamel Be ij. 

Height I . LI 7n 

m1n~ dag Syst/ Pulse 
Nr. D'lAllt. 

100/ 96 Rest ·. lf..R 

n..1 11~~0 32 
110/ 

33 1-2 /?o 
110/ 35 2·3 170 

~,. 11% 6i; 39 

h-i, 12~~. 70 43 

i,-6 
1121 ~~o 44 
121 ~(o 45 6-7 J 

7-8 l~: 
'O 46 

8-9 12}70 ,0 

9-lO 

10-ll 

ll-12 

12·13 

lJ-11, 

,, .. ,~ 
1.;_11, 

l.6-,17 

17-18 
"8Co 

11~~0 31 0-1 

0-2 lO°ho 26 

o-, 9:J~o 2~ 

o.lt 

Net~ 
Debt 

WOIU QAPAC!'.l'l T.t!iST 
Abdominal 6 Subscapular._...,. ____ _ 
Temp& 24 Tricepe Heaaure• 11 
:::, Pra __ . .._z, ... g:..---~l ca151ty1 125 

33.2 SA- 1.18 CF ,874 
wnght• 73 Type Teat& Step Sex• rl.L F_ 

Vent Vent Yenti Tidal co2 02 RQ True FilR 
1(..,,,,0 Co'l'l'o Rat .. VIL On Sl'iR 

140 38 2.2 20.5 2.2 .10 

152 17,97 28 1.ao 10.9 1.35 1.30 
'9,36 
~ 

) 

172 20.02 36 2.7 18.9 1,44 1.86 
91.i,b 
28, 9! 3 

228 26.54 44 2.8 17.6 .81 3.45 ~12 9 

• 91 3,27 ~ 

240 27,94 48 3,0 17,7 .84 3,44 
244,)4 

a ~ 

260 30,27 56 2,92 17.6 ,83 3.45 ~7 ~ 

292 33,99 52 3.12 17.6 • 91 3,34 288.63 
?R QH 

292 33.99 52 3.12 16.6 ,91 3,39 ~ 

·-

192 28 2.8 18;2 1.02 2. 70 

56 24 1.41 19,4 .85 1.85 

56 24 1.62 19.8 .9 1.85 

77 

.048 

.266 

,033 

,431 

.160 

.959 



Hto or Step at Starts 411 

.i.e:ei 11 

min. J:lag &yst/ Pulse 
Nro Diast . 
'• 10% 24 Rest 69 

Oc,l lO~~c; 27 
110/ ' 

1°2 
11~ 

31 

l 34 2·.3 /70 

't.l, 11% 70 35 

1i.c; 2 120.h 
70 36 

120/ 38 '1"=6 /70, 

12<}~0 ---
6-7 4 42 

7~8 s 11~~ 44 
w 

8-9 6 11%0 46 

9-10 -· 
!Q:,J!.. 

lld,2 

12~·1'3 .. 

l3=lh 

,1 • .,.1c; 

,i::=,"" 
J.6--.17 

17-J.8 
Reco 7 11%.; 27 0-l 

0-2 8 10%.; 27 

0-'3 9 10%.; 
··-

28 --~. 
n..l, 13/ W,2 ~ 
Net~ 
Debt ~6523 

-~ ........ 

WORA CAPAl:ll':r: Tl!bT 
Abdominal 13 Subscapular 11 
Temp: · ~i Triceps .Measure• JQ 
Bai· Pr~.36 -:?ital Capacity, 16L, 
RGS a _ __ __:.__ Ulli s 4$ 

47.3 SA- 1.42 . CF- .883 
weightt l~ , Type Test:_§tep · Sext i'i_L F_ 

Vent Vent ~;~~rco2 L~;-;--True EHR. 
K"lflllo . Corro Rate V Oft S!<IR 

84 .109 17 .0100.3.61118.8 ·2.1 1.73 36.11 

I I I I __J 
~ 

l - I 
168 19.76 ~.82:3_ 3.56 ~8.6 l. 77 2.00 I ~i·~r l _L*1 I_J I 

----'-·- ' _ 3.:8 :!:1 ! 1.01J 3:2: J ~J 
LL.:§LL I I --

33.40. 36. .9278 J3~- ~30 I W I 284 

2::;_n +1;•"-''~:'s 11.4_ 1.0. ).!¥ ~ I 284 

)4.)) 1~.¥~=:t.1~-~-~-76 ~ 292 

--·- '--··-~--.. 

1---

104 12.23 24 .S<>96 2.9 b.8.o5 1.0 2.85 

·14.sa+24 124 .6075 2.9 18 • 92 2.95 
~. 
148 17.40 24 .7250 2.65 18".6 l.L 2.22 

I . --':'-

78 

2.31 

6.4S 

6.92 

7.SS 
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RECORDING FORM 
WORA CAPACIU T.t;ST 

Ht. of Step at Starti...,4._" __ 
Abdom-ina._..,1...,..--J.2--:Subscapular,_...,..... __ _ 
Tempi Tricepe Measurea,_'---
Bar Pr• Vital Capecity, 126 

Names __ _....._..... ____ _ ROS& ~6 IJJSa.__..~_,.....-----
40,S SA- 1,24 Cf- .875 

Weighti. __ _..8 ... 9 _ Type Test& Sex& 1'i..L. F _ 

mino l3ag Syst/ Pulse 1Jent Vent 
Mr. Diast K,,,,.. Co,,.,.. 

R-t ~{R 18 126 ,1174 

0..1 ~~~ 27 

'!JI 30 l-2 If.fl 

2-1 1 9;{.: 32 144 16,78 

~h 10~~0 33 

L.-i; 
2 100/ 

. If.~ 33 196 22,85 

i;-6 
100/ 34 

t 170 

6-7 4 10~{.: 39 308 35.90 

7-8 9;{.: 41 

5 10, / 43 256 29.84 S..9 /f,~ 

6 105/ 44 276 36,76 
9-10 /f,~ 

lO.,.ll 10;{~ 49 288 33,56 

11-12 

12-11 

11-11, 

lL.~l~ 

1.;~16 

16-..17 

17-18 
Hee. 9 'hi 26 184 t21,45 
0-l /&J 

0-2 10 il.UU/ 
/&J 25 164 19,11 

0-1 11 i >)l&J 24 

15/ 968~ 97 .4·7 
n..J, ~ 

Net~ 
Debt ,0324 

. 

Vent1 Tidal co2 02 
Rate VIL 
24 ,0049 2,4 19,4 

32 ,5244 2,6 18,4 

40 . 5712 2,9 18.6 

52 , 6904 3.2 18,4 

I 
52 ,5738 3,3 18.6 

52 3,15 18.7 

52 . 6453 3,2 18. 5 

52 .4125 2.9 18.9 

44 ,4343 2.s 19,3 

RQ True 
o-

1.5 1,59 

1,65 1,55 

1.31 2.18 

1,35 2, 34 

1,58 2.06 

1.6 1.97 

1.42 2.22 

1,51 1. 80 

1.5' l, f/J 

ErLlt 
SMR 

~ • 0 

82,94 
21r.ljo 

134,ol 
28":to 

tl6.~ 
vr:to 
70,02 

28:Iio 
1.0-s.53 
2B:TF 

·-

8577 

2. 90 

4,74 

3,05 

2,46 

3, 72 



Ht. of Step at Starts 1,• 
Names J. I 

min. uag. Syst/ Pulse 
bl o Diast. 

=o-"--1-...u..+...:C,C..C~i:U.--~-4----i-4----1----!----+--'--J_ __ ~J 
0-

80 



Ht. of Step at Start.,._4• __ 

Name: A. P. 

Age& 12 Height: 4,-!),_• __ 

min ... ~ag Syat/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent1 ., ... Diaat K,,,... Corr~ Rate 

RMt m/64 26 48 10.61 18.9 

0-1 l 108/68 32 220 25.61 48 

1-2 l2lv68 34 

2-'3 2 128/70 35 252 29.33 48 

'3-h 129n> 17 

h-'> 3 136tro 39 296 34.46 48 

",J, 137/70 40 

6-7 4 1.lj()/70 4l ))8 35.86' 

7-8 s llt>/71 41 340 39.S8 

8-9 6 13V70 42 324 37.72 44 

9-10 7 134/70 44 356 41.44 48 

lQ..,ll 8 134/68 47 376 43.77 56 

ll-l2 

12-1-:t I 
,,.,1. 
lh-1', 

1'>-16 

]h..17 

17-18 
l(ec. 
0-l Q 11~hn ~ 

,, ..:,,, , A l.':1 ':I? 

0-2 1,n In? /I.A ?O 

0-'3 111 !1?1, /1,R ?R I~ 11 - 1 R ?n 

0-'1 

Net~ 
Debt .3291 

Tidal. C02 02 
VIL 

.0056 3.0 18.8 

.5335 2.8 18.S 

. • 6110 3.05 18.2 

.7179 3.12 18.4 

.6404 3.2 18.2 

.1068 3.3 18.2 

.8573 3.72 18.0 

.8633 3.3 18.l 

.7816 3.3 18.l 

c'.A'>~ ? Ac'. , A I, 

':I Al, 1001, 

.r:r:a, 2-~ , 0 .~ 

B.Q . True 
On 

1.5c l.50 

1.2 2.3) 

l.ll 2.65 

1. 3: 2;.36 

1.2: 2.00 

1.2' 2.56 

1.3 2.72 

1.2 2.70 

1.2 2.70 

, ' IA ? _ 10 

L8 1.~ 

EMR 
SMR 

u·r.u 
Z2.5IO 

.HHofQ 

22.liO 

.LI ',•">.1. 

22.51{) 

=.Lo LL 

22.50 
2l.0oOQ 

22.51{) 
2"ll..mi 

~~-~ 

~ 
2',',~06 

81 

5 

• .326 

7 

8 

9 

.66 

.78 

.,4 

,9 .66 

ID 

?? .q) --. • l'J'I 
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· J'jrst Test 

Name~. B. 01 

Height,s _~ •--

11 .. 18 ,- -- ~---- ··-Hecc ·--------
Ool 1~/68 2Q l?I, 11, J,c2.__ .·n 1,1.71, '2 , 17 1 _.,t:, I, n-, 

0-2 111 A/I.A in ,nA l? ,:., ?7 l,l.7n ., 7r! ,., '7 A '2 '2/:. 

0-1 :l.11./67 ')f! :ol. 1,, .,., ' ..... l,l.7r: ., nA ,., 0 """ '2 .... .. -
o.J. 

Neto2 
Debt 

.,>s: 
l i . i 
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Si9coni Teat WOU CAPACITY fb;ST 

Ht. of Step at Starta. __ 4 ... • __ 
Abdominal.._ __ --,;Subscapular. ____ _ 
Tempa Triceps Measurea. __ _ 
Bar Pri Vital Capacity,. __ _ 

Name& B. c. RGS: LGS•--------
Height& We1ght& ____ Type Test•·----- Sex& M_ F _ 

minu l!ag Syat/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent. Tidal. co2 02 RQ True EMR 
Hr. Diaat K'""o Corro Rate VIL On SMR 

RAst 126/68 26 

0-l 11,o/68 '51 

1-2 11,o/68 '51 _f 
2-'3 lla/69 38 

3-h lla/'70 38 _L 
b.-~ JJW70 31> 

~-6 138/1) 39 

6-7 138/~ 40 

7-8 134/70 42 

8-9 134/70 . 44 

9-10 132/70 47 

10-11 

11~12 

12-13 

1l-11, 

1lom1i, 

l',-]6 

16-,17 

17-18 
Reco 

130/68 29 0-l 

0-2 ll8/68 27 

0-3 llli/67 25 

o..lt 

Net~ 
Debt 

. 
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Ht. of Step at St.11 ru,...Jl• ·· ··-·· 

Name ~ P.L.~·----

"l!C'---l.2..-- Height,l h• 2' we.1.ghP_...Yl..__ Type Teat: Step 

min, 



Abdomi nal 6 Subscapular 
Ht. of Step ·at Start• 4• Tempi 22 Triceps Measure• 12 

Vital Capacity• Bar .Pr• 11, ~, 
Haine a, ~. %, RlJSa wSI 4S 

S.A. 1.26 C.F •• 890 
.11.,zel 12 Height& _ _ Sal• llle1.ght& 88 Type Teat: ~ex.a 11_ r'_ 

Pulse Vent Vent Vent1 Tidal co2 02 RQ True irlR 
K-o c-o Rat.A VIL o,, s.i-ia 

Syst/ 
DiA9t. 

90/50 17 50 12 2 18 .63 3..1~ 

100/50 27 

100/55 32 152 18.02 28 1.6436 2.1 18 .6513.15 ff 
100/60 Jl I I I 
l~/60 34 llJ, 17.07 18 .9li§3 1 17 • 71 I 1. 1? ~ 
110/60 14 I 
ll~/60 16 188 22.28 2h .928"1 l.2 17 .77 I,.,, ~ 
ll~/60 38 

....._ _______ ,r,.,..-.12 ...... o .... 160......,. ___ L. ... 2 __ ...._260 _____ 3 ...... o._11g 30 1.Q2 !....--~+--·-·-+--~' ---+----t 

120/60 L2 +--
"-=--+......._-+-"'12=0w:..:../~~+ __ ]l! --=- r~: ~ -r 26~=-~~.61J <. ,. lfi 

_ . ._ ___ --l-·- - I -1-1=.LJ__-~ 

====··---+--·-- =1--1~-t-t. ·1¥:i=-=: -= 
·--~-+---±i--+ r t-rr= t---r -+-l=-t-+=--$j -· -~ ·----3-··-f· ,. ___ ___ --t-.. -t----r---i------- --

~--+------1--- -- .l-r·--+-- -- - -
·----· _ _ -----1-_ __L_,,__---'.I_ --;.-I --+---~ 

I L_H I ! I I L J 

~;~----1_ :1--n-m , -A 

85 

3.ai 

3.81 

4.90 

9.12 
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WORII. CAfACltI T.l!iSf 

Height&_. __ _ 

AbdOlllinal._ __ _......Subscapulai: ____ _ 
fempa 23 Triceps Meaaurea __ _ 
Bar Pr&_ 7]8 Vital Capacity a. __ _ 

.RG5& LG51._~------
Sl 1.h3 c.r. .877 

Weight& ____ Type test& Sex& M_ F _ 

Ht., or Step at Start&· 4 Inchas 

Names' R.H. 

min. .dag Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vent1 Tidal 002 02 RQ True EMR 
Nro Diast T(....,o Corr~ .Rate VIL o- SclR 

.Rest nnA/67 18 90 .':1289 22 .o, c:n 2.7 17-0 .8( -:i.12 

0,.,1 1,~hn 20 172 1.1. ~~ 
1°2 1 l~/68 28 18o 2h.99 Lo .621,8 2.7 17.( .71, ':l.62 nY.(ln 

2 .. 1 11,.,1.c:.o ~ 212 h8 
2<J5. 7i, 

'Wt ., 1,~./'7n ":12 211. .':11,.6':I l,o .86C:8 ':l.':l 16-6 -71 •--61 -t-0-::00 

1 ... i:: 11(8/70 ~ 260 1,1, 
~-:i.10 

5..6 i:: l1C:8/'10 1i:: 28o ':19.96 h8 .8':12C ':1.62 16-1, .7C: 1,.70 I.O oo s.13 

6-7 :,_i:;9/70 ':18 ~ i::2 
tnra..7i, 

7-8 ,~./71 kl ':Intl Lo.07 i::2 .7706 ':1.8 16.h .79 1,.79 -£,g~OO , 
8-9 1r:J,1'7o l.':l ':11.0 

li27 .r:;1 
9-10 l~/70 1,1, '38o hh.79 r,2 .861-: 1.i;i:: 16.6 .n h.(( O'J 0nrl 

532.20 
l0,.,11 lch/70 I,( h68 (-:i.98 1.018· 1.89 16.4 .82 4.70 09.00 1.11 

11-12 

12-13 

11..lli 

1h-1'i 

11i=l6 

J.6 ... 17 

17-18 
Reco 
0-1 1,r!.~/~ ,00 1~,"' ~r!. '·"' l,n -6<:161 ':l_.,c: 17-1 A• ':LOO 

0-2 i]':lA/~ 2':l ,,~ , ':l '.ln 28 .l,'711 2.0 17 c .a· ':I. r!.r!. 

0-1 :,'21,/"-A 2':l ,nA 12. '11, 28 ._l,r!.r!. ?.( 18 -~ b NI. 

n..l, 

Net~ 
Debt 

.19'l 
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Ramei 1,, Ke 

WOll OAPACIXX tJJST 
Abdominal.__ __ ...;Subscapul.ar, __ ........, __ 
Tempi Triceps Measure& __ _ 
Bar Pr:. Vital Capacity, __ _ 
!IDS: WS1 -------------

'Secom 'test 

Ht. of Step at Stai-t.s__.L:._• __ 

A«e.:......,12=-_Height&,;_.;.. __ . _ Waight: ____ Type ?est: ______ . Sexc M_ F_ 

m:i.nv Bag .&ysif Pulse Vent Vent .] Vent, tidal. co2 02 ~ ' fl'l.le EMR 
11 .... D~ .... t .. K"""o • Co:.-£!. ~te VIL n.:.. SMR 

,R .... 1; 1n6/68 19 

0-:t l'IIIC/69 . 22 

l,~ 1':lr:./69 ' . 28 

2--:t il,n/68 ,, ·. :a: ' . 
":Loi, l48ho '31 ' .... 

J_..~ 1.;1.170 .. '33 / 

.. 

CJ. 1.;1ho ~. 
6-7 'l(9ho "fl 

'1-8 'Jbjho ' l.tO 

R.o ll:/Jho h3 

a..10 issho hS 

l<>-11 l~ho hh. 

l.J,,.12 

''-B 
,~,,. ,. 

·u ... ,i:: 

1(..16 

1~1'7 

.17-18 ,. 

' aec. •! 

0-1 ,'1!'1!168 ' 'li8 

~ 1'1!"1!/~., : 'IIJ,. 

n..'11 11,A/i(I, <>'I! -
n.1. 

" 

Id~ 
Debt 

\ 



ffto of Step at Start,. k• 

Names J, I, 

88 

WORA C.U'A1.;l·,:t Tr..'.)'l' 
Abdorai nal 12 Subscapular_..;;;12;;.... __ _ 
re1np1 _ ___tt ____ . .l.'ri.cors Measure 1_12"!'"----
!3ar Prs. . 736 'Jital (;-!iP8C i tyi~1 .. s .. ~ --
RJ!j I h9 WS I u7 

Height• _60,._• __ wei.ghti__.86..._ __ Type Test:--Jostep ..... -. __ Sex, ,·t_i_ ~·--

min, .dai;; Syst/ Pulse Vent Vent Vant, Tidal co2 02 RQ True filR 
·H ... D1•at, Kvmo Co-. ftat.,, VIL n_ S.'iR 

R-t ]08/61.i 2L. 

0-l l]D/64 3S 

1-2 no/68 36 

2-1 2 ll2/70 39 

"l-1, llli/70 43 I 
L.-'> 3 120/70 45 

'i-6 4 120/70 4S 

6-7 s 128/70 47 

7-8 6 122/70 48 

8-9 7 120/70 48 

;;,_10 I -
10-ll J - . -
11-12 

12-11 -

ll-11, 

11t-1c; 

,c:_,1, 
11-17 -
17-18 
Reco 

8 lli4/68 0-l 33 

0-2 9 128/68 32 

0-1 ]D llh/69 29 

0-b. 

Nat~ 
Debt I 
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WORA CI\PA.;l..X T ~'1' 

Ht. of Step at Start,,-~ 
AbdonLinal 12 Subscapul.ar._ll-.. __ _ 
Ieinp$'.rri.caris Me«sure a 1.2 
Bar Pr& . Vital i,;apacity1_15_z __ 
RGSa · . WSa h7 
Sl . lo C.F. .879 

Names. 11 •• 

AQ:81 12 lleightl_4t 79 iNe1.ght& 89 Type Testi St,tp :>ex, i1...X.. r· __ 

mino ~ag Syst/ Pulse Yent Vent Vent1 Tidal co2 02 RQ True E,i-lR 
Nro Disa•t ,,,,.0 Corro .Rate VIL o .. S1-i& 

Rest l08/6u 2h h8 18 ,. 16.R( .68 I,~ 

n..1 UD/6u 3'5 l'\2 ~ 

1-2 UD/68 ..)6 132 28 I 
11.2 I 190.3~~ 

3 2-3 2 ll2/70 39 168 19.67 32 .6lh7 2.6S .6r; h. 'i9.2'i .21 

'-'· 114/70 h3 I I -, .:rv.2 
h-r; I L 120/70 hS 196 22.9h Ii> .S73S J.2S 116.h .66 4.87 'i'J. .. . 

297. r •• 
5..6 h 1.20/7o -,.r:. 216 2r;.29 U) .... ~, 3."10 ,..,__, u. I! ,n ICC 

"-7 r; 128170 h7 3 .... , 
292. ~ 7 

212 2'1.82 '18 .r;111 16.nc .77 I, ..,_r:, l;Q s .03 
/ -n,.~1 

7-8 6 l22h0 h8 220 2'5 •. 7'5 ~ .7.1r:."I 3.7 1r:..Ac .77 
I! '·" 

1..0 .71 s 
120170 2h8 .... r:. I r:. ,.o .342.o• 

8-9 7 M 29.03 ~ .9072 3.61 1r; .. Rc l;Q ,.. s 
.12 

.11 

~-10 -L----,--- - ·-I I 10-ll j -- -- ---··- -· ±- --- - --. ---~- . ·-- ·-~- -
13-lh ··--f-·-- . 
ll,-15 

I -· 
11i-l.6 

16-17 
! 

17-18 
Reco 
0-l 8 lhh/68 33 104 12.~1. 24 -- son 3.2r; l.6.2 .6, '5.lh 

0-2 9 128/68 32 6h 7.489 2'5 .2oo6 2.11 16.6 .r:., h.76 

0-3 lO 
" 

llh/69 29 72 8.h3 20 .4215 2.11 16.8 .r:.ci h.r;o 

I -·-
0-.lt 

Net o2 .626 I Debt 

• 



Ht. of. Step at. Starts 4• 

Names .. -(i. \J•· ; 

~1!8, 12 Height•_l,•l]• 

m1.n~ .dag f,yat/ Pulse 
,N .. _ D-t"8t. 

••• +. 12~A 25 

n.., 140,(.n 35 

1.2 
lllil ' 37 

l 14J 
~o 38 2-1 

2 ll.4J 41 "-'· 0 
3 141 43 J,.( 70 
4 141 45 (-6 1·70 

1...7 5 14'.r10 47 

7-8 

8-o 

,j.w 

10-11 

11.12 

12.,~ . 

1l..1J, 

lh-15 

1r:;.,1, 

,1...,., 

17.1R 
"8Co 6 li.62ho 31 n..1 

7 ).4J , 29 n.:> r.~A 
9 ~3l 

, 
25 0-1 ~~A 

n..l, 
10, il :P, ~ 

Net~ .8319 
Debt - I 

WOJIJS. CAPA~l:.:t T~T 
Abdominal ... ,....~~3-__,Subscapular 22 · 
Iemps 23 . '!ricepa Measure• 22 
Bar Pr& 7)8 Vital Capacity& lSP 
RGSa 45 lb• wS1 l,S J'bl 

53.6 SA-1.46 cr-887 
wei.ght' ]] 6 Type Testa Sex• ,1..z._ 1''_ 

Vent Vent Vent, Tidal co2 02 RQ True iKR 
1(,,,..0 Corr. Rat.a VIL ()., . Srill 

,6 .1373 23 .0060 2.1 18.8 1.0 2.10 28.21 

112 13.08 36 .3633 2.2 18.4 .85 2.59 ~ 
132 15.42 40 .3855 2.7 17.8 .82 3.25 118.81 .,,,.. ... 

140 16.36 40 .4090 3 17.41 .83 3.60 121.03 ..,.,.. .,, 

.128 14.95 32 .4672 3.2 17.4 .87 3.62 111.20 
711.·71 · 

172 120.09 40 .,022 3.3 17.0! .Bl 4.03 
166 • .)6 .,,,.. .,, 

88 10.27 28 .3668 3.1 17.4 .84 3.65 . 

85 9.93 26 .3819 2.95 11.7.65 .87 3.36 

~ 9.35 28 .3339 2.4 18.2 .85 2.79 

90 

2.47 

4.21 

4.29 

3.94 

5.90 



Ht• ot step at. Start• I,• 

Bam• ... ,----~;.p,... ·..-.l;a,•-
1 ..... i2 Height.I (Oii We1ghtl lhi 

hl9N 

111:l.n .. iag &rat/ Pulse Vant Vant 
)lw,. Diaat x ...... Oorr~ 

....... _ 
84' 
/ti . . 19 87 .2400 

n.., 8~:( 29 

,._.., a~~r: 32 

2.1 l 8~ i:n 32 140 16,42 

'ILi, 18~ 
i:n 32 

Ji.C: 
2 ti%n 34 144 16.9J 

C..I. ~i:n 35 

A:L 5 91}i:n 31 180 21.13 

7-8 ~ 39 

6 10~ I 39 200 23,47 5.0 i:n 

o.w 1<>}(( 42 

,n..,, 7 100~( 47 216 125.35 

,,_1, 

1!1-11 

,.,._,,, 
,,,_,( 
1c;.11, 

,~,., 
17.1R 
lleOo 8 10%( 26 148 7.36 n.., 

n.., 9 lOOk~ 23 84 9,86 

n..1 1D 9Jkn 24 96 l..27 

n..l, l~ ~ 
lat~ 
Debt 1.)588 

91 

'l1Jl8 Test• §top Sex• il.L ,_ 

Vent Tidal C02 02 ~ . fr.us EHR 
Rate VIL ~ SMR 

19 .0126 2.s 1a.s~ 1.os 2.3s S9.o2 

28 .5864 2,3 18.5 .93 2,45 ~ 

21 .8048 2.61 17,l .62 4.lS ~ 

21 i.0062 3.02 17.3 .19 3,77 !H 3.32 

36 .6519 3~3 17.3 ,87 3,71 ~ 3.6) 

44 .5761 3.15 17,2 .8 3.as ~ 

24 ,7233 3.0 17,4 .Bl 3,66 

20 .4930 2.5 17,8 ,76 3,30 

20 .5635 2 ~8.52 .79 2.44 



WOB.t. W&i.:ll'X T.t.ST 
&bdOlldna~l..,....611,~-~Subacapular.~~S~--

Bt. ot Step at Starts !,• Tempi 220 g Tricepa Measure• (w 
Bar Pr• 244 Vital Capacit71 JM 

lw•· M D. ROSa 1,5 IA'3•~------
3S.S SA 1.21 cr-.892 

&pl 1) Height•_ l.•ll• lllal.Cht• 78" Type Taata Step Sexs il.J... F_ 

min. ~., 51'1t/ Pul.aa Vent Vent Yan~ Tidal C02 02 IIQ fru.e i'iill 
)Ip. D4••+. ir-. Co- RAt• y/T. ,.._ 

Still 

I··•· 10%, 2, 73 .1648 24 .0069 2.28 19 1.1, 1.90 
UO/ 

30 100 16 n..l "O 
lll v,o 32 122 20 1.2 

2·'3 l 1121v,2 36 160 19.0l 28 .6f89 2.52 17.8 .12 3.31 ~ 
112! 

~2 37 140 ' 32 'Wt 

2 !lJ( 
~~c; 39 182 2S.S7 26 .9132 3.1s 11.01 .89 3SO ~ 1i.c; 

C:..l, 
1,1 ~~ 42 220 40 

3 
13( t 44 232 30.90 40 • 112, 3,8 16,4 .eo 4,74 ~ . ,,_., 

' 
1,1 

l~c; 46 248 29.46 40 ,736S 3, 7S 16.4 ,76 4,7S ~ ?-8 

8.0 11 12~~5 16 46 276 32.79 44 .74S2 3.96 16.4 .64 4.69. ~ 
9.10 

1.0-,, 
11-1, 

12.1, ·-
l '\-1.h 

11i.1c; 

11,.11, 

\&11 

l?-18 
aeo. \~~ 32 96 lu.41 28 .407$ 3.6 16.6 ,19 4,S4 O.l 

0.2 12~" 29 84 9.98 28 ,3,64 3,31 16.8 .76 4,30 

O.'\ 
115/ 

hr:. 29 56 6.6S 24 ,3771 2.1, 17,7 ,59 3.50 

t\-1, 
13 ~ 122,,4 ,~ ~ 

Jlat ~ 
Debt 

92 
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